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INTRODUCTION
Victory comes with a triumph over obstacles. It would
be rather meaningless to claim victories if no problems had been
faced. The spread of Christianity is more extensive today than
it has ever been. There is less mtxture with those forces that
tend to dilute and distort the message for it is proclaimed on
a more purely religious basis. There is more voluntary interest
on the part of Christians in seeing that other peoples have the
message.l These victories have not come without their problems
and many of the problems still persist.
Since the beginning of the twentieth century missionary
leaders have become aware of the national church as the focal
pOint of their difficulties. The church on the mission field is
a victory in itself, but with it comes an awareness of problems
both new and old. The purpose of this thesis is to discuss and
analyze these problems and draw certain conclusions. The pro-
cedure will follow thl.s outline: (1)Definition (2) The Problems
Involved (3) Origin of the Problems (4) Efforts 'I'owar'dResolu-
tion of the Problems.
The term "church" is usually used in this matter to indi-
lKenneth Scott Latourette, 1tTo't'Iarda Comparative Study
of the Spread of Religions," IRM, XX, 377.
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cate the hornebase of operations for the spreading of the gospel.
"Mission" is used to designate that endeavor on foreign soil by
which the church seeks to propagate her faith. This missionary
work has been victorious and a church has developed on the
mission field. It has been termed the "indigenous" church. The
relationship of this indigenous church to the mission and to the
church at the homebase is the focal pOint of our discussions.
Therefore the title of this work includes the phrase "Certain
Problems Involved in Relating Missions to the Church."
The International Review of Missionsl is one of the most
representative works in the field of missions. It is a British
pUblication and may at times reflect British thought, but the
writers chosen are the b~st in their field. A number of articles
by national Christians may seem biased at times, but the magazine
has been published during a sufficient period of time to give a
fairly comprehensive view of investigations into the problems of
missions. Therefore this publication was chosen as the basis of
research for this thesis. A f'ew other works have been consulted.
lThe International Review of Missions (London: The Inter-
national Missionary Council, 1912-).
CHAPTER I
DEFINITION
The problems involved in relating missions to the church
are not necessarily new.l The exact origin might be a matter
of speculation, but recognition of the problems in modern times
is definitely within the present century. It is said that the
ttEdinburgh Conference of 1910 virtually discovered the 'Younger
Churches.,,,2 It is difficult to find a missionary conference
which does not deal with some phase of this matter,3 and as the
, I present time is reached the discussions become more numerous
and clear-cut.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to discuss why the
work of propagating the gospel has been divided into the work
of missions and the work of the church, but the fact remains
that it has. The "older churchestt refers to the sending forces
and "missions" to the groups sent to do the work of propagation.
The "younger churchesff are those formed on the field as a result
lK. S. Latourette, "History and the Indigenous Church,"
!EM, XVII, 101.
2Godfrey E. Phillips, The Gospel in the World (Nashville:
Cokesbury Press, 193$), p. 173.
3William Paton, "The Indigenous Church," Im1,XVI, 46.
3
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of the work of the "mission."
A word has been applied to the "younger churches"- in
order to describe what is desired as the ideal toward which to
\'lork. The aim of missions seems to be to make these "younger
churches" indigenous.l "In the past twenty or twenty-five years
we have heard a great deal of 'indigenous Christianity.' We have
been told that if in any country Christianity is to survive it
must become 'indigenous.,,,2
It is very easy to define the word ffindigenousff as
meaning "'born in a country; native; born or produced naturally
in a land or region; belonging naturally to the soil, region,
etc. ",3 It is quite a different matter when attempts are made
to apply this term to the church. Latourette calls this use of
the term "unfortunate" for it can be accurately applied only to
Christianity in its beginning among the Jews. He continues by
saying that "what really is meant, however, as the word is used,
is that to be 'indigenous' Christianity shall become so rooted
among a people that they shall feel it to be their own and not
something alien. t,4 It is a very misleading term as applied to
Christianity or the church, but it has been adapted to that
,
I
I
I
I
lCecil Northcott, Missions in the Modern World (London:
The Livingstone Press, 1945), p. 4.
2Roland Allen, "The Use of the Term 'Indigenous, '" IID-1,XVI, 262.
3K. S. Latourette, "Indigenous Christianity in the Light
of History,Tf IRrv1,XXVIII, 429.
4Ibid.
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usage and it must be defined in that sense. In its adapted
sense it means "growing on the soil, reproducing itself, propa-
gating itself on the soil.ul Even this definition is subject
to criticism.
In another slightly different sense the term "indigenous"
might mean
that Christianity and the Church are spiritually and eternal-
ly proper to all countries and peoples in the world; (2)
that its spiritual fitness for this or that particular
country or people appears in time; ()) that it appears to
our apprehension in the fact that it makes itself at home,
that it gr-ows and expands on the soil without any external
aid, spontaneously.2
Mr. Allen continues by saying that
in this sense indigenous would appear to be a convenient
collective term to bring together the three terms of the
familiar formula: self-supporting, self-governing, and self-
extending, with the addition of the term native or at home.
It certainly does seem to embrace these three terms, because
it seems impossible to think of any living thing as indige-
nous in a country, unless it can support its own life in the
country, and that is self-support; unless it can direct its
ovm conduct so as to maintain itself, and that is self-gov-
ernment; and unless it can propagate itself on the soil,
which is self-extension.
That the manifestation of the indigenous character of
the Church must be spontaneous, uncontrolled or unforced
from without, appears also to be true; because we cannot
possibly call anything indigenous which does not grow and
spread of its own inherent vitality.)
Another writer refers to this three-fold definition of indige-
nous as "axiomatic."4 Still another says that "independence
262f~ IAllen, "The Use of the Term 'Indigenous,'Tf IHM, XVI,
2IQi9_., p. 264. 3Ibid., pp. 26) f.
4Arthur J. Brown, "Present-Day Problems of the Church in
the Mission Field," I!iM, X, 479.
/
6must be developed" in these three directions.l Another says "it,
i
i has been rightly claimed that indigenous Christianity" has these
li three qualities.2 Another says that when this three-fold goal
J has been reached "the missionaries will be wi t.hdr-awn,,,3i
This term is not, however, received with unanimity.
The connotation given it in the preceding statements assumes a-
mong other things that original Christianity was indigenous and
that unless it is indigenous according to the definition it will
fail.
It cannot have failed to be noted that in every mission-
ary conference of late years the drive of the discussions
has been the Church in mission lands, how to insure its
self-support, self-government, self-propagation--a triad of
missionary objectives somewhat overworked when one remembers
that Churches are born of a creative spirit, and not assem-
bled out of the "weak and beggarly elements" that control
the nations. There is a confession of anaemia in every
mission plan for "self-support, ft as though a mother were de-
vising how to make her baby breathe. Self-support is in the
blood of every well-born Church, and will press its own way
to the life-preserving air.4
So it is seen that the authorities in the field of missions do
not agree on this subject. Evidently a condition has arisen in
the propagation of the Gospel which was not characteristic of the
original church and its activity. Since the condition does exist,
IJohn Warned:, "The Growth of the Church in the Mi ssion
Field," IRM, I, 34 f.
2C. Y. Cheng, "The Development of an Indigenous Church
in China," IRM, XII, 726.
3Emory Ross, Out of Africa (New York: Friendship Press,1936), p. 199.
4Harvey Reeves Calkins, "Foundations Facts the Ground
of Self-support," IRM XII 421.-, ,
though, there is need to have terminology expressive of it. If
terminology cannot be found which is exact, that which is nearest
1: to the meaning must be used. Christianity has had to find its
place in varying environments since its inception. The problems
have varied as the times have varied. Our era, which has been
influenced by the history of all past ages, has chosen to speak
of the problems of their day in certain phrases and the one chosen
to describe the ideal new church in soil new to Christianity is
"indigenous." It would perhaps be more accurate to say that the
term should be used in a descriptive sense rather than a defini-
tive sense. Indigenous, then becomes a term descriptive of the
activity of the church as it adjusts itself to the environment in
which it is planted.
Workers in the field of missions having set up a term
descriptive of their ideal then set about to reach that goal.
The problems resulting from such action form one section of the
total--those related to the devolution of controls, support, and
4
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propagation onto the younger churches.
The difficulties begin to arise when the ideal is put
into practice. Peoples of the various parts of the wor-Ld have
varying cultural backgrounds. Some of this culture is indigenous
and some of it is not. Usually that culture is such a part of
the people that it must be considered in that light. Much of
this culture is indirect aposition to Christianity. Certain
sects of Christianity adopt these cultures. They then point to
the adaptation and boast of their indigeneity. Neither, on the
~'i
1
I
I
I
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other hand, should a group think itself as having reached the
ideal if they have succeeded in uprooting the old culture and
transplanted an tfexotictr which v'Tillflourish as long as it is
artificially fed and watered. Indigenous is a term which does
not fit the church as a group. Christianity will become indige-
nous when each individual of a given group or in the world has
made Christ, the perfect person, indigenous to his own person.
This is stated idealistically, but this attitude should be main-
tained even while grappling v-r.ithe more tangible side of the
problems.
"The principle that missions should make themselves
superfluous is generally acknowledged. It is one of the few un-
disputed assertions on missionary matters.ttl This is true, and
furthermore missions have always been a superfluous appendage in
that they arose as a necessity when the Church was negligent of
her divinely given prerogative. If the Church had maintained her
spirit of propagation as during the first f'ew centuries, there
would never have needed to be such a term as indigenous coined
with reference to Christianity. Another difficulty in the defi-
nition might imply that the work had to be wide-spread before it
could be called indigenous. It is called to ou~ attention that
some plants which are indigenous do not spread to any great
extent. 2
IR. A. Van Andel, TfTheDevolution of the Work of Missions
011 to the Indigenous Christians, tf IRrvT,XXIV, 349.
2Allen, "The Use of the Term 'Indigenous, tT' IRIVI,XVI,
9One further comment needs to be made by raising a ques-
tion. It has been said that Christianity is indigenous only to
Palestine in the strictest sense of the word. When will the
church in the Palestine of today become indigenous? Christi<..ill-
ity is actually foreign and alien to the very land of its birth.
Again it is seen to be true that Christianity only becomes in-
digenous wh en Christ becomes indigenous to the individual.
CHAPTER II
THE PHOBLEMS INVOLVED
Problems are often discouraging, but it is not necessari-
ly so with these with vihich we are about to deal. "No generation
of Christians ever had a more inspiring and thrilling problem to
work out. ttl VJaddy is no doubt a little optimistic. It is true,
nevertheless, that the end or purpose toward which we work spurs
us to greater efforts to arrive at a satisfactory solution.
The newly made Christians in other lands cannot fail to
catch some of the spontaneous zeal to evangelize inherent in the
gospel. Sooner or later the new Christians realize that their
congregations are not "exotic plants" as one "Triter calls the
first planting of Christianity- He continues by discussing the
attitude which must exist between the older and younger churches
at this point. It focuses our attention on the material of this
chapter.
Here, therefore, emerges a problem: how is missionary
enterprise to react to this new phase in the life of the
indigenous Churches and Christian communities? Vlill the
attitude be that of the stern step-father, of repression
and rebuke? Or vTill it be that of the glad, but anxious
parent, who rejoices to see the dawn of early manhood in
his offspring and is willing to give all lattitude with wise
discretion? The concern will. be how to nourish this new
XVII ,
lStacy Waddy, "The Younger and Older Churches," J..BM,
610.
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life and to give it release from the old forms and support.l
It is recognized that a promiscuous release of responsi-
bility upon the nationals would be as disastrous as not giving
them any control at all. It is well, therefore, to realize that
an extreme policy in either direction would be out of place.
"Mutual understanding and appreciation will help in passing this
critical stage. n2 The \'laY it is usually expressed is for the
missionary to maintain the attitude of being only temporary in
his essentialness to the forward movement of the work. "A vet-
eran worker in Egypt spoke of the duty of the missionaries to saw
off the limb on which they were sitting as rapidly as possible.
Another in India said that missionaries ought to make themselves
unnecessary as quickly as they can.n3 This writer seems to be
one of those with a tendency toward the extreme in separation of
the mission from the church, but even in this extreme position
it is noted that he only emphasizes the matter of responsibility.
The same writer speaks with regard to Japan where the work is
largely in the hands of the nationals and expresses the opinion
th at: there is no need f'or the total withdrawal of missionaries. 4
This transfer of responsibility is not something which
is demanded out of animosity, but rather the result of the char-
223.
IS. K. Rudra, "The Need of the Missionary,tt IRM, XXVIII,
York:
2Cleland Boyd McAffee, Changing Foreign ri~~pions
Fleming H. Revell Company, 1927), p. 59.
3lli£., r- 81. l~Ibid., p, 88.
(New
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acteristics of the gospel as it finds expression in the lives of
people. Just hew much the first missionaries realized the power
of the message they took to bring such a condition about is spec-
ulation, but it has posed, a problem to the modern missionary. It
is illustrated in the work in China. "More than ever before,
the Chinese Christian Church is experiencing a cDmpellin~ sense
of obligation to assume responsibility for carrying on the Chris-
tian movement in China even though its leaders a~e fully conscious
of their unpreparedness for the work.tTl It has been summed up
by placing our possible relationships under three headings. There
can be complete separation, gradual withdrawal or co-operation.2
The direction of any co-operation on the mission field
takes several courses. One of them is the matter of the untouch-
ed areas of a field although there may be an indigenous church
there. Japan is an illustration in point. It is recognized that
the church in general is indigenous in Japan, but there are
millions still unconverted.2 Another phase of this matter of co-
operation concerns the position the missionary and the national
leader is to hold. Should the missionary serve under the author-
ity of a national? Or is this matter of leadership to be a re-
ciprocal relationship?3 It is well that the missionary on the
.-------.-.-.-~-.. ------------ ..----
lIbid., p. 87.
2Arthur J. Brown, "The Relation of Church and Mission
in Japan,TT IRM, II, 677 f.
3 .Study Group, "The Relation of Church and Mission inIndia, n rffi.l, IX, 243.
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field know these problems and be ready to work out the solution,
but another writer suggests this area of co-operation should ex-
tend back into the attitudes of the boards at home. "Vie should
think not in terms of missionary societies centered in New York
or London, but in terms of overseas church aid.Hl
There are other factors to complicate what might seem
in some cases a very easy adjustment in attitudes. The people
involved in propagation and reception of the gospel are necessari-
ly members of different nations. This fact alone would be a
problem even \'lithoutany other extraneouS difficulties. Then,
too, there are two phases or aspects of nationalism. It can re-
fer to something exclusively political, or again simply to that
environment which might be termed IIcommunity.n2 The one aspect
is related to a type of patriotic loyalty to a government or
segment of people, while the other refers to the native customs
and institutions. The former has been increasing in importance
in more recent years while the latter has existed from the be-
ginning of the propagation of the gospel among peoples of varying
customs. Thus, added to the natural problem of relating the
older to the younger, is mixed another ingredient of attitudes--
that of the nationality of both. "The consciousness of national-
ity is at the present time one of the most powerful and active
.-- ._----,-_._-_._-----
IG. Francis S. Gray, "The Ne'\ll Relationship Between
Church and Mi ssionary ,TT IRlJI,XXVIII, 239.
2phillips, Ope cit., p. 195.
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forces of which Christian missions have to take account.ltl
Japan may be an extreme example, but that country will
serve as an illustration of the patriotic type of nationalism
vii th which we must concern ourselves.
vlith regard to the internal developments in Japan, it
wouLd seem that a national egoism not unencouraged by the
Government, hinders the extending of real Christianity.
The Japanese, we are told, even when they profess Christian-
ity, are apt to feel themselves Japanese first and Chris-
tians second; they are apt to value Christianity primarily
because they think it will further the advancement of Japan. 2
But Japan is not the only nation whd ch gives evidence of a very
keen national spirit. In India
with such upsurgence of nationalist thought and sentiment
it can readily be understood that all foreign intrusion
whether economic or political, is questioned if not deeply
resented. "I'hd s feeling of hostility is directed in special
measure against all those influences that touch the roots
of our life and being, namely our cultures and religions.
We recognize that we have lost our bodies, as it were, to
the forceful usurpation of western might. Our economic and
political beings are, as it were, no longer our own. But
we wish still to preserve our souls inviolate. It is pre-
cisely at this point that the missionary launches his at-
tack. It is his endeavor to conquer this final citadel.
This won, the victory would be complete. Can we , therefore,
wonder at the profound suspicion with which all missionary
enterprise is r-ev Lewed by nationals?3
Not only is the problem made evident in this statement, but the
feeling of the national is well expressed. It might be subject
to diSCUSSion, but the problem is stated.
Industrial and commercial interests of the past may have
_____ 0__ ., __ ._. • __ •• 0,_ ... "".,,_
IJ. H. Oldham, "Nationality and Missions," IRM, IX, 172.
2Edwyn Bevan, ffMissions in the NeVl Situation in Asia,"IRM, IX, 322.
3Rudra, nThe Need of the Missionary," IRM, XXVIII, 225.
I~I·v
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seemed to afford a means of taking the gospel to other shores,
but this problem of nationalism is one of the results. "Christian
missions must take a definite attitude towards the political and
economic aspects of western nationalism. The opposition of the
peoples of Asia to the political and commercial domination of
the West is one of the greatest and most far-reaching issues of
the modern world.ttl "Nationalism is to-day the dominant passion"
of "the influential groups in most Asiatic lands,tI and "Christian-
ity can be certain of wide acceptance only as it will seem to
contribute to patriotic aspirations.tl2 This emphasizes the
statement regarding Japan. Perhaps the real problem involved is
more subtle and is hidden under the surface. Such is suggested
by another who indicates the tendency of some of the methods of
the foreigners to denationalize people.3
The patriotic type of nationalism does have a relation-
ship to the "communal" type. This relationship is seen in the
degree of acceptability of certain organizations to the nationals.
The more readiness shown by the foreign organization to devolve
controls, etc., the more acceptable it is.
The history of Roman Catholic missions in India, Japan
and China shows how futile is any policy 'which would keep
under foreign direction the Church in these lands. Peoples
of primitive culture may accept with some docility the domi-
nation and the system of the foreigner, but those of ancient
and high civilizations, especially when spurred, as to-day,
..__ ..--_._---
101dham, "Natd.ona.lLty and Missions,rr IRM, IX, 378.
21\. S. Latourette, "History and the Indigenous Church,"
IRM, XVII, 117.
3Nicol Macnicol, "Indian Christianity and Some Notable
Indian Christians," IRM, IX, 220.
,.,
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by nationalism, will not, except for minorities, enter
Churches 'which are under-western control and \ld.llnot long
brook the presence of such Churches. The Church must
either pass over to native leadership or disappear.l
Nationalism, as is shown here, becomes more significant to a
people of higher culture than the more primitive. Nationalism
can, however, become a most powerf'u.lweapon among a very primi-
tive people if that weapon is used by superior people for their
own end. The situation among the more primitive areas of the
far east at present is a case in point.
This national spirit is still further emphasized if the
missionaries insist that the Christianity they take carry with
it the garb of the west. "From what we are seeing to-day and
have seen in other centuries, it is probable that many native
Christians will for years try to keep up, with some modifica-
tions, the creeds, liturgy and polity received from the ~\]'est.n2
It has been indicated that the problem of nationalism
is fostered by the seeming alien character of the missionary.
It has been suggested that the missionaries be sent home bag
and baggage, then be invited to return--\'lithouttheir baggage.3
Even whd Le saying thi s it is very certain that the Vlest has a
certain type of "baggage" which the East accepts without too
much hesitation. The financial support of the West is almost
an absolute necessity for the church of the East. Money is only
one evidence of the energy of the West which is flowing into the
------------_._-----_ . ,-"--_._-----_ .._-----
lLatourette, "History and the Indigenous Church," IRM,XVII, 115.
2~., pp.116 f. 3Northcott, Ope cit., p. 2.
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East, but it is the most easily seen. Great care must be exer-
cised in the use of this stream of influence. A child will
never walk unless it attempts to use its o~m legs. The younger
churches ~Jill never move under- their own power until they try to
move of themselves. The problem here proposed raises several,
questions. Is there sufficient vitality in the younger churches
to survive? Are these younger churches simply a part of the
imperialistic expansion of the West?l Would they pass out of
existence if material assistance were to cease from the Occident?
Is the younger church able to adapt Christianity to her own
needs and harmonize it with her customs? Or does Christianity
only have one form--that of the Occident? Western missionaries
only know a Christianity having a western form. It is for the
younger churches to adapt Christianity. Are they able?2 It is
interesting to note what an Anglican has to say about hard and
fast rules of worship.
Further, foreign-imposed limitations are put on the
natural desire for Chinese expression in the hard and fast
type of worship submitted for the use of the Church. Most
missionary churchmen would say that our Prayer Book form of
worship is more convenient than any other, and we agree
wi th them so far as this statement applies to all such as
are accustomed_..~.<?_,such elaborate and stately rit:y.a~. But
we ask whether our Prayer Book is really so suitable for
the Chinese convert as we think. \\Joatproportion of its
allusions can he understand, how much of its beauties can
he appreciate?.3
IRM-,
lK. S. Latourette, "The Vitality of the Younger Churches,tf
XXVIII, 480.
2J• II.Oldham, The ~,'lorldand the Gospel (London : United
Council for 1v1issionaryEducation, 191"6), pp. 142 f.
\v. r-IcCarthy,"Chinese Leadership in the Christian
Chur-ch ;" rEM, IX, .388.
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The attitudes arising out of simple differences between peoples;
by their more complicated differences due :'0 national boundaries;
and by the various forms and customs of people as they apply
religion to their ways of life comprise one of the major di-
visions of the total problem in relating missions to the church.
Devolution is the antithesis of eVDlution. It is used
with relation to missions and the church when speaking of the
procedure whereby the work begun by missions is gradually and,
in the case of missions, deliberately passed over to the indige-
nous church. It is a case of missions decreasing while the
indigenous church must increase.
Economics seem to be one of the chief difficulties in
this problem of devolution. The difficulty no doubt arises in
the fact of the great disparity between the propagator and the
recipient. One writer expresses the problem as being the "wide
difference in economic standards which throughout the greater
part of the mission-field separates the civilization of which
the missionary is the representative from that of the people
among whom he labours."l
One of the first questions arising in this area of the
difficulty is money. The problem is twofold. The persons
granting it are involved and persons receiving it will also be
affected by it. An important question for the one doing the
giving is how much control should be over those funds to see
that they are properly disbursed. In other words, are the
--~----,---..~-~.~---------.-----------------
lOldham, The World and the Gospel, Ope ci~., p. 159.
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national Christians capable of using said funds properly? On
the other side of the question, we must consider the one receiv-
ing. Is there a point beyond which funds should cease in order
to create the proper initiative on the part of the younger
church? Continued grants of aid might be of great injury to
the work.l The attitude and the spirit with which aid is given
should be considered.
The greater part of the burden of this problem no doubt
rests with the indigenous church. The younger churches should
realize and assume their proper support of the work as soon as
possible. But still one might say that the problem was the
missionary's, for it is up to the missionary to instill in the
newly planted church this ideal. One writer indicates that it
is perhaps best for the missionary to receive his salary and
support from the home-base, but to maintain the rest of the work
from the resources of the field.2 This leads us to another
phase of the matter dealing with properties and institutions.
Such things are essential but they create a problem in their
initial cost and then in their disposition when the church has
become indigenous. The younger churches might have the ability
to control such institutions, but their resources are such as
to make the work impossible.) Then, too, with the withdrawal
lMcAffee, Ope cit., p. 91.
2Alfred W. Wasson, "The Support of Younger Churches,"
Im~, XXXIII, 1)0.
)Northcott, Ope cit., pp. 2 f.
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of foreign support much of the prestige is gone and the local
governments not in sympathy with the work would tend to ignore
if not deliberately mistreat the institutions.l Oftentimes
through the vdse foresight of the missionary, or many times
through necessity, a piece of land with little value at the
time of purchase, increases in value and leaves the mission in
possession of the best land site in the community. This proper-
ty might come from grants of rulers with whom the missionary
has found favor, but under later authorities the mission might
lose that favor.2 The very possession of property becomes a
problem in relating the mission to the younger church.
This matter is still further emphasized as the different
institutions are placed on this property. Perhaps the most im-
portant and yet the most difficult with which to deal is that
of medical missions. I If In countries where the Christian ethic
is still wanting, medical missions are an integral part of the
Church's work; and the problem of devolution of this work on
the indigenous Church becomes a matter of the greatest impor-
tance.") All of these benefits have helped to bring men to
Christ, but at the same time these very instruments prove to be
one of the greatest obstacles in the way of their freedom.4 A
lJames L. IvTaxvlell,"Devolution in Medical IlITissionary
'Vvorkin China," J..E!'1, XIX, 101.
2!',kAffee,Ope cit., p. 100.
)Maxwell, tfDevolution in Medical Missionary \'lorkin
China, n Iill:l, XIX, 99.
4Latourette, "History and the Indigenous Church," 1]J1,
XVII, pp. 114 f.
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question should be raised concerning these institutions. Since
they never belonged to the indigenous church, should they ever?
Or is there room for co-operation between the nationals and the
missionaries in the working of the institutions? If there is
to be a transfer of controls to the nationals, should it be to
them as churches or to them as indigenous Christians who have
formed societies to care for this particular need?l
The material aspects of the propagation of the gospel
form quite a segment in the total problem of devolution from
the mission to the younger churches. The basic elements of
this phase of the problem consist in the differences in economic
standards, aid from Western peoples and the ownership of proper-
ties and institutions.
Another segment of the problem is presented in the wit-
ness of the church on the mission field. The very first cry
which reaches our ears from the men of other lands is against
the sectarianism of the Occident. Among many others nChina has
raised her voice in protest against the tendency of superimpos-
ing upon the people of the East the sectarianism that has been
developed in the Christian religion of the ~vest.,,2 Another
voice from the Orient says
we are bewildered at the attempt of the different Chris-
tian bodies to introduce wholesale the different sects of
the English Churches. In England these divisions have a
lVan Andel, tITheDevolution of the \'Jorkof ~llissionsonto
the Indigenous Church, 1f Irull,XXIV, 355.
2Cheng, "The Development of an Indigenous Church in
China, n IRM, XII, 376.
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historical background, but what do they mean to us here?
It is a pity that these bodies cannot change their attitude
and att.empt a more united effort. Do the missions aim at
winning non-Christians to Christ or to the different sects
of the Church.l
One from Latin America notes that TtifProtestanism had been a
complete success in the United States, Great Britain and Germany,
there might be more reason for Spanish Americans to copy it.,,2
There seems to be little need to emphasize further the importance
and serious implications of this problem of sectarianism.
Immediately upon the younger churches becoming indigenous
there arises the question of a national ministry. Ordination of
the ministry is particularly perplexing. "But though the matter
of ordination is so full of perplexities the Mission is a unit
regarding the necessity of having a trained ministry.n3 Ordina-
tion is a problern, but written between the lines of the preced-
ing statement is a problem unseen, yet with a very vital question.
Is an ordained clergy essential to an indigenous church? It
would seem that most of the writers think so even though it does
pose a great many difficulties. One difficulty is finding those
of proper qualification. "It is therefore found to be safer and
better to choose for ordination senior men who have already
given years of proved service, and who have been able to secure
lB. w. r~ediwaka, "Christianity and Nationalism,Tf IBM,
XIII, 57.
2S. G. Inman, nyoung Churches in Old Lands,Tf !B:I1, XIX,
Ill.
3W. L. Ferguson, "The Growth of the Church in the
Mission Field,fT IBM, p. 693.
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the confidence of their fellov1 Christians. ttl This statement
indicates that a selection is to be made. Who Ls to do that
selecting? So the next step in the process is Dnly too logical.
The formation of a native ministry rendered more nec-
essary than ever the creation of a central governing body.
The synod had failed to supply that need, and something
else had to be found. In 1898 a most important forward
ateo was taken. It was decided to establish a combined con-
fer~nce of the European missionaries and the Basuto m~n~s-
terse That conference was called the Seboka (assembly).
From that day, we may say, the Church of Basutola~d, as it
is officially called, began to exist.2
There is no church in many peoples' concept until there is an
ordained clergy and there is no possibility of an ordained
clergy until there is some type of ecclesiastical hierarchy to
select and ordain persons to that clergy. This in itself is a
difficulty, but there is still another under the surface which
needs to be mentioned. From whence comes the authority for
this ordination? \'lith Romanism and Protestantism it stems from
the clergy at the home base thus forming another of those ties
whi.chis so difficult to explain to the Oriental. This is the
answer to the question raised by one of our reference works.
The wr i ter says "1 joined the missionaries and many of the
national brethren in asking: Vlhy keep the Church in Siam con-
nected with the Church in America?u3 A guarded ordination of a
IDonald Fraser, "The Growth of the Church in the Mission
Field,n IRM, II, 248.
2E. Jacottet, nThe Growth of the Church in the Mission
Field," IRIvI,II, 495.
3McAffee, Ope cit., p. 86.
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clergy assures each sect of the maintenance of their peculiar
tenets.
This introduces the further aspect of the matter regard-
ing the guardianship of the faith.
Many supporters of the missionary enterprise are zealous
that the nascent Church shall be protected from every form
of error, which seems mere common sense •••••
In the first stage of the work missionaries are the
authority regarding the Christian faith, its contents and
its form. In the final stage the native Church will rec-
ognize no authority over it short of Christ Himself. In
the transition stages the case is not so simple.l
Some may doubt the implied reference here to the sectarian
jealousy involved in this guardianship of the faith. It is a
question to consider, however, why Christ was not the supreme
authority from the beginning and so taught to the nationals.
More than that, this same writer goes on with his statements to
indicate that when the nationals have become conscious of these
dividing lines they then draw lines that put the western church-
; es in the background. 2 Whatever might be a person's tendencies,
1
, .1
, I
i
'J
he J.s faced with the problem of the selection of a ministry and
the task of seeing that the faith delivered remains pure.
Some problems such as the one just discussed come as a
result of the missionaries' own making. The next one is a re-
suIt of preaching and must be met with an adequately trained
national ministry, but the problem presents itself without any
aid from outside. One of the outstanding problems, "and one
that is comparatively new in the history of modern missions, is
1~., pp. 103 f. 2Ibid., pp. 105 f.
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that created by mass movements or national conversions. Though
we rejoice to see the heathen flocking into the Christian Church,
we know that the motives by which they are influenced are not
wholly spiritual. ,,1
The conversion of large masses to Christianity, when the
number of missionaries is limited, gives rise to the diffi-
cult practical problem of teaching the whole of the Chris-
tians and heathen wi~hin the sphere of the mission stations.2
The most significant problem of missions is found in
the creation of a desire on the part of the new church to send
forth the message.
Taking the missionary enterprise as a whole, there has not
been as conspicuous success as we could wish in the impart-
ing of evangelistic zeal to indigenous churches. There have
been wonderful sporadic examples such as in Korea and there
are now promising forward evangelistic movements in several
great countries. But fevlmissionaries can write as did St.
Paul to a young church "From you hath sounded forth the word
of the Lord . • • so that we need not to speak anything."
All too frequently the local church leaves evangelism of
outsiders to the foreign mission as its departmental respon-
sibility_ If the mission is itself absorbed in administra-
tive complications the situation is bad indeed ...•• 3
It need not be emphasized that unless the younger churches are
made awar-e of this responsibility the work of missions has failed.
The problems that have been outlined in this chapter are
very real and concrete. They must be worked out with as much
realism and concreteness. In summarizing this chapter, however,
we may say there are some basic concepts which seem to be the
core of most of the evident difficulties. There needs to be a
Field tf,
1John Vlarneck,
lilli, I, 22.
2lli£., p. 24.
tiTheGrowth of the Church in the Mission
3PhillipS, op. cit., pp. 96 f.
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more concrete definition of terms Hhich will result in a reali-
zation of a common task.
There has been a change in the thinking of people con-
cerning missions.
This shift in thought has to be recognized and admitted.
The desire for missionary enterprise is no longer of the
same degree of intensity. The emphasis and the content has
unquestionably been changed. Indeed, people question if
the Occident has a mission to the Orient. If it is at all
admitted it is much more in general terms of social recon-
structio~, economic betterment and the improvement of human
relationships than in terms of religious conversion.l
The change to this emphasis is in spite of the fact that there
is a multitude of other agencies which have taken over the care
of these more social problems.2 This brings us to the question
of the definition of the church and its task. The church is
only an assembly of those who have been brought to a right re-
lationship with God. Through their assemblies they are able to
accomplish what they could not do as single Christians.3 That
which they are to accomplish, however, is not the lifting of
society as such, but the conversion of men to God which will re-
sult in the lifting of social levels. The means to the end has
become the end. When the proper perspective has been caught as
to the true nature of the church there will be no difficulty
between national and missionary. They will be co-partners, co-
laborers, co-slaves of Jesus Christ. The problem of solving
the problems of relating missions to the church is one of proper
------------------_., ._-_._._---
lRudra, "The Need of the Mi asi onary ;" IillJI,XXVIII, 226.
2lli.£., p. 227.
30ldham, The World d th G 1 6..;;_~=:.=.......::a:.::.;n:.=........::.:.::.;:::e.0~ , 0p • cit , pp . lL~ f .
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understanding of the common task of all Christians whether
young or old, indigenous or not--to convert men to God.
CHAPTER III
ORIGIN OF THE PROBLEMS
It has been said of the Chinese and no doubt is true of
other national Christians that none of them have "yet seen the
glory of the Christian ministry at its best, except some of
those who have been abroad.ttl Herein lies one of the basic
reasons for the differences in attitudes between the nationals
and the missionaries.
The average Chinese Christian worker in Christian missions
under missionaries is living a faithful, dutiful, placid
and routine type of mental life. He has no furlough, no
change, no correspondence with dear ones from a distant
land, no reports to make to a supporting constituency_ His
life moves among the har-d-wor-kf.ng missionaries, and repeats
the same thing over and over again every year. Unless
there is a persecution or outbreak there is nothing \'lhich
rouses his sense of heroism. He is usually not given a re-
sponsibility that calls for it either.2
Thus these national Christians with nothing to rouse their sense
of proprietorship plod along with only the urge of the employee.
"He in his modesty, and society in its ignorance, both agree
that the wor-k is not his. ,,3 'I'he re is no peculiar stimulus which
comes to the nationals from a residence in a foreign land. They
are living a normal life which gives no occasion for them to
tian lTimothy Tingfang Levi, "TheLeadership,tt IRM, XI, 222.
2ng., p. 213.
Problems of Chinese Chris-
3Ibid., p, 220.
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bind themselves together in order to overcome obstacles.l The
heroism which sustains the missionary is lacking in the life of
the national and he does not have the same high motive which
the missionary has in going about his work. There may be a
difference of opinion in the facts as they have been quoted,
but there certainly is an element here wor-thy of consideration
in creating proper attitudes between the nationals and mission-
aries.
The Occidental's zeal for efficiency also creates a
problem in attitudes. The Occidental has to see things move.
There has to be action. It is this impatience vffiichcauses the
Occidental missionary to keep the controls in his own hands.
It is difficult to stand by and watch while people learn "by
the experience of their own mistakes.n2 If someone objects that
this is not quite the case, there is still another factor in-
volved. The literature of certain mission boards indicates
this tendency to efficiency over the efforts to build an indige-
nous church. One of their chief argument for an indigenous
church is that the west is not going to be able to finance the
job that needs to be done so an indigenouS church is flcheaper.fl3
Thus the initiative which comes from accomplishment is stifled
by those who should foster it most.
-----~- ..-~------_....-.. -------..-"'.-~--"--_............--'------
llli.£., p. 223.
2A Study Group, ttThe Relation of Church and rUssion in
India," IRM, IX, 237.
3Ibid., pp. 236 f.
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There may be a lesser tendency toward the following
thinking today, but it is sufficient to warrant consideration.
The supremacy of the white race has been terribly shaken of
late years, whether it realizes its lack of superiority or not.
This was not true in the earlier years of the missionary enter-
prise.
Those missionaries had a wrong conception of the moral and
intellectual strength of the Chinese. They took for grant-
ed that the Chinese were an uncivilized race whom they must
instruct and take to tutelage, and in consequence regarded
them as incapable of being placed in responsible positions.
Their policy was to develop and train their Chinese workers
up to a certain point which would only fit them to be their
assistants. There was no systematic effort to prepare some
of these Chinese workers so as to enable them to take the
places of the missionaries when these had to retire on ac-
count of age or other reasons.l
Certainly these nationals do have more capabilities than these
attributed to them, but the quotations are factual as to the
attitude of the missionaries of the past. Another writer in
inquiring about the matter says that the Chinese are still con-
sidered a "child-race and as such constitutionally incapable of
self-government. ff Also, since the church gr-ows mostly among
the poorer classes, there will not be found leaders of the cap-
abilities essential to leadership in the church. And, again,
he insists that the white race still maintains the attitude
that it is the only race capable of maintaining "the Christian
standard of morals."2 The same note is heard from Africa and
lMcCarthy, "Chinese Leadership in the Christian Church,tflill1, IX, 78.
2Cheng, "The Development of an Indigenous Church inChina,ff !EM, XII, 729 f.
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from one who is an American. Emory Ross indicates a worthy im-
patience with such estimate of national ability by saying
one has the impression that there is, only too frequently,
missionary underestimation of African present ability to
lead and capacity to grow in the conduct of religious
matters. Sometimes commercial firms, or even governments,
are quicker to trust important functions to Africans than
is the church.l
Argue as one may over the reasons for negligence in creating
more fertile attitudes for an indigenous church, the fact re-
mains that unless a tree is taken out of the nursery it will
never grow' into a fruitful tree. "The church in China may be
compared to a tree kept in a nursery overtime.n2
The attitudes arising out of nationalism cannot be
traced and the blame fixed so easily. Many attitudes arise out
of circumstances beyond the control of either the missionary or
the national. There are some instances where each might have
been more discreet in the choice of partnerships, but again it
is difficult to choose partners sometines. This is especially
true when missionaries vdth their passion to get to the places
't~herethey are called to go will use every means to get there.
It is to be understood that the writer is fully aware of these
things as the discussion proceeds concerning the attitudes aris-
ing out of nationalism.
One of the earlier problems of the mission field was
that of extraterritoriality. During the times when adjustments
1Ross, _o.....p ; ..._c;;.;;i;_;t•, p , 188.
2McCarthy,
IX, 79.
"Chinese Leadership in the Christian Church, tfIRM,
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were being made there was a strain on both the missionary and
the national. lJIostof the missions may have been free from
such entanglements, but they wer-e foreigners and were, by im-
plication at least, involved.l Along with this were the acts
and laws enacted permitting missions to pUl'chase property in
China. Regarding these rights and privileges one writer has
this to say.
Both Roman Catholic and Protestant missions made full use
of these treaty rights, which were secured almost at the
point of the bayonet, and a period of rapid grov~h of
missionary work followed.
The Chinese nation as a whole was, however, not at all
ready to receive Christian missions, and a reaction grad-
ually set in which culminated in the Boxer uprising of
1900.2
.
It may have been that the Laws were not enacted by the mission
wor-k , but they took advantage of them which amounted to the
same thing in the end. This is a specific reference to China,
but the same principal of ownership of p~aperty applies to most
foreign countries. It has been a source af difficulty in the
attitudes of peoples.
There is another characteristic of the white race which
gives rise to ill-feeling among the colored races. The white
race in its philanthropical ideals has emphasized its responsi-
bility tTfor advancing the welfare of the backward. tr With this
has been a desire for unity among the white race to protect it-
INorman J. Padelford, "Ml.s sdonar-yProperty and the Abo-
lition of Extra-territoriality in China," IRM, XVI, 414.
2P. C. Hsu, "Th e Chinese Christian Church Coming of
Age," IRM, XX, 356 f.
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self against the "ye Ll.ow peril.1t
These two lines of propaganda united in support of the con-
tinued control of the wor-Ld by the rninority 'V'lhite nations
of Europe and North America. One represented the ethical
conscience, the other the emothion of fear; both served as
rationalized justification of the racial pride, the economic
greed, and the ambition for power which are the unconfessed
urges of imperialism. Concrete, empirical Christianity was
so much a part of this expanding and exploiting Christendom
that it was only natural that the eyes of Christians wer-e
blinded to the essential inhumanity of the course of empire
in its way. Al.way s it was possible to catalogue vast ad-
vantages that this course was bringing to the fTchild races"
and to the "arrested civilizations."l
In Mexico the old colonial order has been fostered by the Roman
Church and still persists. This illustrates that China is not
the only nation with such problems.
The Church has been the strongest of the rema1n1ng bulwarks
of the old Colonial order. The lesson to Protestants is
obvious. In lands like Africa where missionaries are among
a people of primitive culture and are members of the domi-
nant race, the danger exists of making the Church a means
for keeping the natives in permanent subjection, economic,
social and political as well as ecclesiastical. Instead of
being a conscience a.lways protesting against oppression and
exploitation, the Church may try to provide a sedative to
the restless black man, and be a subservient agent of the
white man's government.2
This indicates how the church can unwittingly become a partner
in the imperial expansion of nations.
In the present era "nationalism has become for many a
pseudo-religion. ,,3 Carver indicates that the "Roman Church has
been imperialistic and that the Protestant churches as a rule
-------_..-------------- .....-.~-.'-.-.-.-----------.-
lW. o. Carver, Christian Missions in Today's World (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1942), pp. 36 f.-
2Latourette, "History and the Indigenous Church,ff IRM,
XVII, 114.
3phillips, Ope cit., p. 194.
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have been and remain types of national religion." He continues
by saying
in no case has a national church or the independent churches
within a nation asserted in actual plan and program their
true Christian character as exponents of the religion of
humanity. Individual Christians and groups have delivered
the prophetic VJord in the midst of the clash of nationalisms
and have paid the price of martyrdom; but the churches have
given the sanction of religion to the nationalistic and im-
perialistic programs. When Germany demands that Christian-
ity be German, can any be surprised that Japan insists on
nationalizing the church?l
During the last war the Japanese built their plans around the
racial problem. They sought to unify the Asiatic people. They
vlTerecounting on the power of a state religion to accomplish
this fete even as other great empires in history had done, and
even as Germany vTaS doing in the same conflict.
In Japan, as in Germany, the rulers have imbued the
people vath a strong feeling of race superiority and destiny •
• • • • The Japanese in Shinto have a religion that fits in-
to and powerfully supports the grand scheme of blessing
people and nations by subordinating them to a new politico-
social order under imperialistic totalitarianism.2
It is the writer's opinion that the chief reason for Japan's
ready reception of Christianity today is the same. They are
welcoming the religion which enabled their conquerors to so unite
themselves as to be able to overthrow their enemies. To them
Christianity is a national religion.
A contradictory thought is expressed by some, that
Christianity is anti_nationalist.3 This is not true. On the---_._-----_._----",_._ ...,----_._-------'
lCarver, 0E. £~., pp. 52 f.-
2~., p. 105.
3Edwin James Bombay, "ReligioUS Education Under aNeutral Government," lEM, IX, 47.
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other hand, however, if missions are going to continue to court
the favor of the governments under which they find themselves,
and demand government aid at the expense of the schools operated
by the governments, they can only expect such reactions. Miss-
ions have asked for such criticism. It is at this point of
argument that the national begins to find difficulty. A Chris-
tian's supreme loyalty is not to his nation, but to Christ. On
the other hand he is subject to his national authorities.l Even
in this enlightened America young men who wer-efaced with the
question of fighting a war found it difficult to decide where
loyalty to Christ and loyalty to their nation could be harmon-
ized. The question of how much Christianity denationalizes
people is vital and it is not confined to the mission field.
We need to realize, however, that it does concern the mission
field, and is a serious problem for the national. Vie must have
a sympathy for them'as they face it.
This problem does take on a slightly different light
when the occidental mind of the missionary transplants the
oriental mind of the convert. Of course this is not the purpose
of missions. It does occur on the mission field enou~l , how-
ever, to cause the rabid nationalist to say that that is what
Christianity does to a national.2
We may, as students of Christianity, define our terms
by saying that Christianity is pure and that Christendom is the
lOldham, "Nationality and Missions," IRM, IX, 381.
2H• vJ. Medd.waka, "Christianity and Nationalism," IRM,
56 f. ---XIII,
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diluted form of Christianity which gives such a mistaken concept
of our religion. But this does not help the situation any in
the mind of the non-Christian. Every nation that is nominally
Christian is, to him, a Christian nation and an exponent of all
the characteristics of that religion. Two world wars have now
come and gone. The second vtee fcught and ended before the fight-
ing had ceased over the spoils of the fi~st. The nations of the
world not fortunate enough to be sufficiently large to be a part
of the inner circle making up the treaties are at the mercy of
Christian nations, so-called, as the scramble for the spoils be-
gins again.
The East is said to be sleepy and unprogressive but the ~vest
while making material progress seems to be degenerating in
the spiritual sense ••••• Any eastern land that is averse
to foreign intrusion is termed barbarous and unprogressive
but the same terms are not applied to western peoples who
adopt the same methods .•..• In the midst of all this
comes the missionary from the West and preaches "Peace and
goodwill on earth." Oh, the tragedy of the situation!
The we atern church comes to the East with a shell on
its back. The East wonders whether it can cramp itself in-
to this shell without endangering its self-respect, freedom
and existence. It is not Christ that is questioned but the
church in its modern garb.l
Nationalism is fraught vdth a multiplicity of problems in atti-
tudes. The closing reference to the foreign character of the
western church introduces us to discussions of the problems a-
rising in the alien character of the missionary.
After one hundred years of activity in China, Christian-
ity is, in the mind of the Chinese people, a foreign religion.
TIlthas not penetrated into the soul of the Chinese nation, and
ll£!£., pp. 58 f.
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the task of making the Christian religion indigenous remains to
be done. TTl There is another fact whd ch startles a person.
Another writer observes that along with the unanimous emphasis
on the indigenous church there is a no less significant chorus.
"It is the insistance that in India--may we not say throughout
the East?--there is the distinction being made between Jesus
Christ and the Christian Church, between the Figure of the
Master and the communion of souls which on earth is to be His
body and instrument. ,,2 Evidently the wrong seed has been plant-
ed. At least the seed has been wrapped in a package which has
camouflaged its real identity and the nationals want only the
seed. What is more they have a right to have the seed only I
What are the reasons for this camouflage?
Perhaps some of the reasons can be seen in the assump-
tions of the sending countries or peoples. One writer has sug-
gested that three defects are shown.
First it assumes that the missionary base must be in the
white man's land, or rather in an Anglo-Saxon land, instead
of the sounder policy of making the base in the country
where operations are undertaken. Secondly it is supposed
Christianity is essentially the white man's religion and
Anglo-Saxon countries are the "hornett of Christianity •••••
Lastly it is suggested that money is the sole requisite to
christianize the world, while in realitY3conversions are a
matter of men rather than money. • • • •
One might disagree with this in part, but if the missionary goes
1Hsu, "The Chinese Christian Church Coming of Age, 11 IRM,
XX, 359.
2Paton, ttTheIndigenous Church," IRM, XVI, 46 f.
3William Gascoyne-Cecil, "Indigenous Christianity," IRM,
II, 723.
out with such ideas concerning the "hornellof Christianity there
can be little doubt as to the alien character in which he casts
the Christ.
It may seem like rationalization to place the blame for
this alien character on the past heroes of the gospel, but it
is only proper that their influence should be considered.
In the expansion of Christendom--m1ich was Europe--until
after the middle of the nineteent~ c~ntury it was generally
assumed that a European was a Chr~st~an. • • • • When the
devoted missionary orders went beyond the range of secular
expansion they claimed support and protection of the politi-
cal states, and often thus opened the way for imperialistic
expansion. The same was in far too great measure true of
Protestant missions when they arose. In the course of time
this confusion of Christianity and Christendom came to be
one of the most serious hindrances to the acceptance of the
Christian message in the non-Christian world.l
Latourette goes farther than this. :-Ieindicates that not only
is the Christianity of the modern era of expansion suffering
from the environment from which it spread, but it is suffering
from the environment of its early spread. In those early years
Christianity became identified with the "cultural stream which
has proceeded from Judea, Greece and Rome.,,2 In this same ref-
erence he mentions the interesting observation that with but
little exception the propagators of Christianity have been
Occidentals.
Not only is the environment of these past ages wrapped
up with the Christianity today, but the methods by which they
ICarver, Ope ci~., p. 90.
2Latourette , "Vitality of the Younger Churches, n IR]\1XXVIII, 480 f. ---'
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spread have likewise. The fifteenth to eighteenth centuries
were marked by the emigrations which took place, especially
from Europe to the Americas. It was an era in which the Roman
Catholic faith was transplanted without too many changes and
the leadership remained foreign.l This would have a particular
bearing upon missions in the Latin American countries of today.
But the same thing was happening in other parts of the wor-Ld
for it was in those centuries that the explorers were going out
from Europe claiming the new found lands and peoples in the
name of the Pope first and then of the sovereign of whatever
country having sent them. "Modern history is the story of the
expansion of Europe throughout the world. What a mass of prob-
lems this has created for Christianity and for the wor-Ld,,,2 Be-
sides, another outcome of "this expansion brought the world
under the domination of the 'White races.,,3 And so throughout
the world Christianity and the Occident have gone hand in hand,
for better or for worse, and it seems they shall not be separated.
~iehave reached the point in our treatment where retro-
spection mlght. be permitted. Viehave noted the imperialistic
and aggressive tendency of the occidental culture as contrasted
to the more meditative mood of the oriental culture. VIehave
seen the fact that the propagation of the gospel has been in
the hands of the Occidental. Could it be that God saw to it
---------.--
lLatourette, "History and the Indigenous Church," IRM,
XVII, 111 f. -
2Carver, OPe cit., p. 47. 3Ibid., p. 48.
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that Christ went West vlith Paul instead of East? that he saw
the danger of His being absorbed in the mystical mind of the
Orient and remain there "lithout reaching the western world?
that the \'festwith its imperialistic aggressiveness would see
that the gospel did spread? The writer is convinced that this
is in part at least the answer to the age old enigma. When the
East and the VVest have put their several contributions into the
whole, the poet's impossible meeting of East and West will have
been realized.
The approach which has been made to those of other re-
ligions may have something to do vIith their thinking of our re-
ligion as being alien in character. Seemingly there has been
little regard for the psychological reaction of the pagan as
his religion was wrested from him and a ne1.11Jone given to take
its place~ There could be many discussions of the ramifications
of this subject, but the facts are in the make-up of the people
and we must deal 1.IIJiththem.
If a European colonial Power is going to alter the
social life of animistic-communistic tribes and purposes
not to interfere with their cult because it wants to leave
them religious liberty, it must not suppose that it can do
so. If the officials fully understand the thoughts and
feelings of the tribes they will acknowledge that they
interfere with their religion when they alter the social
state of things as much as when they touch their cult. The
religion of animistic-communistic tribes permeates their
whole life; the community of the liYing is entirely under
the supervision of the dead, and social offence is as much
a sin against the fathers as a neglect of the rites.l
Of course this will be true to a more or less degree, depending
----------:.._------------,-----,-,-,-,----
1N. Adriani tTTheEffect of Western Rule on Animistic
Heathenism, n lru.1 IX' sz_, ) 0 •
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upon the primitiveness of the people. Most pagan religions are
basically animistic. If the religion is not of such a primitive
order it is so Lrrter-wovan with the culture of the people that
the same applies.
Medical missions have always been one of the greatest
assets to the missionary. It is rather startling in the light
of the previous statement to note the effect of such work on
these animistic peoples. liTheinstruction and medical treatment
by the missionaries •••• broke the stability of the community
and brought movement which would in the long run be the death
of animism. ,,1 It wou Ld seem that so benevolent a work would be
free of such tendencies, but it indicates how easily a small
thing can upset their simple pattern of life. With this upset
comes that attribute which makes Christianity alien to them.
The very nature of Christianity is such that it lifts men, and
if their animistic ways are depressing it is only natural there
should be an upset~ It is not for the missionary to refrain
from changing the people, but to realize what, is causing the
trouble. "Every alteration, however small , gives a shock to
animistic religion, and the great changes of Government made
have of necessity attacked the religion of the people.u2
There is another factor which may be insignificant in
some cases, but it no doubt has been true in enough cases to
l~., pp. 84 f.
~v1acnicol, "Some Deductions From a r,j1ssionary'sExper-ience," IRM, XXXI, 276.
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merit our attention. One missionary in writing of his exper-
ience emphasizes the fallacy of arguing with these religions a-
bout their usefulness. He says that the failure of argument
and debate in such matters is great. "One reason for this fail-
ure is, undoubtedly, that the argumentative process almost in-
evitably provokes a rivalry of wi.t s, a conflict in which the
end that is sought is the attainment not of truth but of victory.ttl
This is perhaps better emphasized when we realize that from a
purely rational viewpoint Christianity is rather vague to many
people, and only more so to primitive people. Their acceptance
of Christ has been based largely on the personal life of the
missionary and not on argument.
India has scarcely begun to pass Christian teaching
through its mind, to attempt the task of re-thinking it by
its own processes of thought. It has hitherto taken its
system of belief from the West, repeating the ancient creeds
without question. Its theology has been for the most part
an echo of the words of western teachers.2
The following quotation summarizes this phase of the discussion.
It is no doubt true in many cases, although we may disagree with
it in part.
In many places and in various directions, missionary enter-
prise uprooted and cast away much of worth and beauty in the
lives, thought and customs of the peoples it embraced within
its fold. In many cases Christian converts were wrenched
from their heritage with'astounding severity. They and their
heirs started, therefore, with a maimed and stunted heritage.
These surgical operations may probably have been necessary.
That they have left their mark deeply upon the new bodies of
lIbido
2Macnicol, "Indian Christianity and Some Notable IndianChristians, tf IIDJI,IX, 215.
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Christian communities can hardly be denied. These Christian
communities, at least in India, look almost like exotic
gr-owths in the surrounding environment. Somehow they appear
unrelated to it. The vital links between them and their
er-at.whlLe relatives and neighbors appear to have been snap-
ped. They also live almost a parasitical life. Much of the
manner and method of work, control and direction can now be
deplored in the light of experience.l
It seems rather sacrilegious to be so critical of those pioneers
in missions, but the facts must be faced. There must have been
a basic concept in their minds that led them to such procedures
which would bring about such conditions for certainly they would
not have fostered such conditions knovdngly.
There was a time when it was taken for granted that in
laying the foundations of a Church, a missionary tried as
much as possible to make it like his own Church at home.
There were two reasons for doing this. First, the thought
of any other possibility had not yet dawned upon anyone,
and secondly, the people who sent out the missionary expect-
ed nothing else, as they considered their own Church the
only possible pattern for the one in their mission field.2
This may seem preposterous, but in the light of some of the same
ideas which the average church member has in this country re-
garding church affairs today it is not so far fetched.
We have already noted how the expansion of Christianity
coincided with western expansion and how this fostered conflicts
in the attitudes of the missionaries and the nationals. This
expansion has its effect on the characteristics of the mission-
ary enterprise also. Latourette calls us out of the immediate
problems to indicate that history shows that Christianity has
--------,-._,-----------------------
480.
1Rudra, lfTheNeed For the ~J[issionary,1fIill1,XXVIII, 222 f.
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Van Dubbeldam, nChristianity: Old and Young," IRM, XVII,
passed through such a phase before. Vfuen Christianity werrtto
the Gentiles it absorbed that environment and being clothed in
that fashion it passed on to other peoples.
Given the rapid transfer of authority to those who had
not the background of the first missionaries, such a decline
in Christianity was inevitable. Those who before their con-
version had been steeped in the beliefs and practices of the
non-Christian world could not fail to bring into the Church
many of their earlier concepts. • • • • The tragedy has been
that from that time to this, Christianity has borne the im-
press of this accomodation and that the majority of those
who to-day call themselves Christians are hampered in reach-
ing a clear understanding of Jesus Christ by the misinter-
pretations of the second and third centuries.l
From this environment Christianity passed on to the white races
of the western world. It was only natural that the character-
istics of the we st.should become a part of the Christianity
wh i ch was to go forth into all the world. This cannot be help-
ed, but as in other cases it presents a problem with which we
have to deal and we now look at some of those instances and il-
lustrations that set the problem before us in order to indicate
the reason for their existance.
Christianity often comes to the East in too western a
garb and the foreign aspect must be preventing many from ac-
cepting the message. Apart from the broad outlook of the
teaching itself there are many things that need alteration
in the forms of service. The music used in the vernacular
is often purely western and does not lend itself to oriental
languages, and certain airs which are fitting to the English
appear alien and comical when used with the vernacular. In
fact the whole form of church service requires careful re-
vision if it is to appeal to the people.2
Music is here used as an illustration of the difficulty. Another
1Latourette, "History and the Indigenous Church, Tf IRM,
XVII, 105.
2Mediwaka, "Christianity and Nationalism," IRM, XIII, 55 f.
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writer uses several other items to indicate the possible reason
for this foreign character.
When a North American travels in Spain or Spanish Ameri-
ca among nations predominantly Roman Catholic, the first
thing that he notes is the contrast between Anglo-Saxons and
Spanish-speaking people. Not only is the Spanish language
more melodious and more fluent, but in all places he finds
originality and variety. The houses are built differently
and the cities are laid out in a different way. If he at-
tends the theatre, if he reads newspapers or books, if he
visits museums or libraries, everywhere he encounters strange-
ness. But if he is a Protestant and visits his church, speaks
vUth a Protestant mini ster, looks in private or public at
Protestant work, he will find that it is largely a copy of
the Protestantism which he has already knovffin his Ovfficoun-
try. The churches will be copies of what he has already seen
in North America. The preaching will be a duplicate of what
he has already heard. Even the citations of the preachers
will show him that they prefer translated work; that their
masters and teachers are protestants who lived years ago or
who are to-day popular in the cold lands of the North. He
will further notice imitation if he gives attention to the
literature, studies the hymns, the form of service and organi-
zation of the church. Among these people, so original in
their music, hymnology and literature, he will find little
more than imitations of English hymns (often badly translated);
with English melodies, not always adapted to the delicate ear
of the Spanish-speaking people; with a liturgy that may be
now almost archaic among the North American people and yet
consfitutes the liturgy of Spanish-speaking churches of to-
day.
Still another writer refers to the same idea, but in his analysis
considers what might be a more basic reason for the seemingly
alien character of Christianity. He considers part of the prob-
lem at least as being in the minds of the people receiving it.
With regard to India, he says that
neither Christ nor Christianity nor the Christian Church has
gripped the mind or the imagination of the people. Christ
is seen as a foreigner, Christianity as allegiance to the
foreigner and the Church as a foreign institution using
strange buildings, incomprehensible music and preaching doc-
1S. G. Inman, "Young Churches in Old Lands," IRM, XIX, 106.
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trines and customs as unpalatable to the people as those of
the Gentiles were to the Jews.
The causes that have led Christianity to be thus isolat-
ed are, at least in part, easy to understand. Christ has
not come direct from eastern Palestine but from western
Portugal, Holland or England. Christianity is the religion
of a foreign ruler and the Church one of his institutions
as much as golf or whisky-drinking or dancing. But there
are deeper reasons. Buddhism is in essence atheistic, ma-
terialistic, non-personal, individualistic, quantitative.
The question of God is a matter better left out of human
thoughts, personality is a myth of the deluded brain, there
is only oneself as sole cause of one's bliss or sorrow, as
sole author of one's salvation. The idea of an all-pervad-
ing, guiding Holy Spirit is unknown; The gradual unfolding
of the purposes of God in History is not contemplated.
Thus the seemingly alien characteristics of Christianity are
magnified in the minds of those who are to receive it. "The
foreign missionary enterprise, both Roman Catholic and Protestant,
\.
is a kind of ecclesiastical imperialism, and the Churches found-
ed by it are a form of the cultural invasion of the West."2
There has been no mention of the genesiS of divisions as a prob-
lem for sectarianism has become a part of western Christianity.
The reasons for such division are not pertinent to the material
at hand. In the following chapter an answer may be given for it,
but the basis for it is not necessary to the thesis.
The third group of problems which must be considered
with regard to their origins is that pertaining to evangelism.
It has been indicated elsewhere that the Christian world has lost
sight of the main objective to a certain degree. Perhaps there
---~----.----------------------------
IJ. Paul S. R. Gibson, ttA Christian Experiment in Nation-
al Expression,tt IRM, XIV, 92.
2Latourette, "History and the Indigenous Church," IRM,
XVII, 115.
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are reasons for this loss of perspective. Our first discussion,
then, deals with the importance of definition. There have been
many statements as to the meaning of the church and its purpose,
but they all are lacking. Especially is there a need to compre-
hend the relationship between mission and church. It is here
that most of the difficulty lies. Carver speaks very pointedly
in this matter.
\'lhatthe conference UJ!adraSldid not do is what most of the
conferences, the books, and the discussions fail to do; it
did not define the church. In the conference discussions
the term appears with different conno·tations, sometimes in
as many as three different meanings within a single para-
graph, but with no indication that the speaker was conscious
of shifting meanings.l
It would be rather embarassing in some cases for a definition
to be given, for the activity of those defining the church does
not aLwaye conform. Could it not be that there is a deliberate
refusal to come to any exact definition?
There are hopeful signs that some of the leaders of
mission groups are awaking to the main source of this vital
trouble. One such speaker has given us a clear-cut distinction
between the church and mission. A distinction which is accurate
in most cases is used generally in this field of study.
"When we speak of the "relation of Church and mission in
India," we are using, in accordance with common usage, the
word tTchurch" to indicate the bodies of Christians in India,
organized through councils, conferences, diocesan bodies,
presbyteries or in other ways. When we use the word "mis-
sion" we mean the authoritative body which represents in
India the missionary activity of the Church in the West, in
its several branches.2
lCarver, 't 95OPe Cl. ., p. •
2Second Study Group, liTheRelation of Church and Mission
in India,tf J.ill1, IX, 552.
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It is not here that we shall discuss the merits of this defini-
tion, but it is accurate as far as the general practice of
missions is concerned. Thus we can say of most mission enter-
prises as it is said of China. "When the infant Church saw the
light for the first time in China, she found herself well wrapped
up in the protecting arms of the big, capable and kind nurse that
we call foreign missions.tll The difficulty seems to be two-fold.
The church at home shirked its responsibility and societies were
essential to the support of those who were pioneer enough to go.
After they arrived they considered themselves as a mission, or
came to be regarded as such by the home church, and thus the
problem of what was to be done vuth the new born church on the
mission field.
One of the first difficulties arising as the early pio-
neers went out was the means by which they went. 1'1ehave dis-
cussed the difficulties contingent upon commercial and imperial-
istic expansion, but if it had not been for such associations
men like Carey would not have reached the field.2 Another source
of difficulty arising out of this misunderstanding of the nature
of the church is seen in the forms of ecclesiastical control of
the home church and the mission,3 the relationship of money to
the new church, not to say anything of the properties held by
the mission. tfVJhoseis this property? On what terms shall it
1Cheng, tiTheDevelopment of an Indigenous Church in
China, tt .IEM, XII, 383
2Carver, Ope cit., p. 49. 3Ross, Ope 2it., p. 146.
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be taken over from missionary hands?ul Somehow the western mind
has been so plagued with the idea that the standard by ~lich all
progress and achievement is measured is money, that the church
is equally affected by it. The lack of true understanding of
the nature of the church and missions is seen when men try to
calculate the cost of missions as if it were an arithmetical
matter of so much money per each convert made. "The life of the
spirit cannot be measured or described in terms of arithmetic.u2
As the matter stands there is a definite trend t.owar-da
better comprehension of the work of evangelism as being that of
the church. It is being recognized that actually the term
"missions" is only a term and that the total is actually the
church in action. An approach which is nearing the ideal says
that the "aim of foreign missionary work is to plant the Church
of Christ in every part of the non-Christian world as a means
to its evangelism.,,3 It is recognized that "the tendency to
regard the foreign missions rather than the native Church as the
central point of interest and activity is still dominant, tt how-
ever, "and colours many of the terms in which missionary wor-k
is conceived and described.n4 "The essential thing, if Chris-
tianity is to become truly indigenous, is that its expression
and propagation should be spontaneous. The driving force must
be in the native Church and not in the foreign organization.,,5
lrJIcAffee,op • cit., p. 101.
20ldham, The World and the Gospel, Ope cit., p, 140.
3Ibid., 141. 4Ibid., 142. 5Ibid., 143.
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As a solution to this matter one writer says that
in place of Tfmissionary societies" we think (and preferably
also speak) of lTover-seas church aid societies"; .••• The
wor-d "missionary" inevitably suggests leadership and control
from New York or London; the missionary used to "go out"
from America or Europe, to a much larger sphere of service
than he would have had ttathome"; when he got there, he was
almost ineVitably a leader and he looked to authorities at
horne to guide him and control hi s work. 1
This quotation says in part what the writer feels is
true of the word "mission. tt Regardless of its appropriated
meaning and any apologies for it with regard to the work of the
church, it forms a dividing line which should not exist. It is
a dividing line in the minds of the people both at home and on
the field; it is a dividing line in the organizational set-up of
the church; and as a result of the foregoing it becomes a divid-
ing line in the activity of the body of Christ. Missions is an
expression of the church and the church is expressed in missions!
The time has come to ure-assert the imperative necessity of
foreign missionary societies making evangelism their primary
work •••• Mission work has become so largely administrative
and institutional that the preaching of the Gospel has only an
incident in it.tt2
We turn now to the organizational phase of the problem
and ask Why it has become a problem. Organization seems to have
two aspects of its own in making difficulty. There is the link
lG. Francis S. Gray, "The New Relationship Between
Church and Mi ssionary ." IRI-i, XXVII, 243.
2Herbert Anderson, "The Modern National Spirit, the
Indian Church and Missions," lill1, VI, 412 f.
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which it forms with the home base, as also the difficulty it
raises on the field as the new church is fonned after the model
of the homebase. "There are congregations of second and third
generation Christians who have been born into a subsidized
church and know no other kind.ttl There seems to be only one
real excuse for the first and that is to assure the continuance
of the particular brand of Christianity that each sect has sent
to the other country. As for the second phase there seems to
be the only reason that those carrying the message have failed
to realize that the church could take different forms than those
of the home base. In other words we return to a former thought
that there is need for a proper understanding of the nature of
the church. Is the church to be defined by certain types of
organization? Is it essential to have an ordained clergy in
order to have a church? Does the church have a set form of
ritual or system of function for all peoples everywhere? Do
they have to sing the same hymns, use the same type of buildings,
subscribe to the same man-made creeds of the West? One writer
makes a very incisive analysis in the following.
One does not long hear and read objections to sharing
control of evangelistic wor-k va.th the Church in the mission
field before one becomes conscious of an underlying theolog-
ical question. It is not al.ways explicitly stated, but one
soon comes to feel that it is more determinative, with some
at least, than most of the other objections. This question
is rooted in the fear that the Church is not yet sufficient-
ly stable theologically to be prudently entrusted "lith con-
trol in this era of dangerous doctrinal tendencies •••••
From this point of view the objection seems to me to be based
IJ. Merle Davis, "Principles of Missions in a New Age,"IRM, XXXII, 270.
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upon the f 11" 'F . 0 OVJJ.ng nu 5 taken asSumpt, oris :est ~~st: That we need to be afraid of our ~owed aim togat~ l,sh a self-supporting, self-governing and self-propa-
,~g Church in the mission field.a ue~ond: That the Churches in Asia must be conformed to
ca:art,cular type of theology as defined in Europe or Ameri-
of Third: That we are responsible for all future mistakes
a Church vmich we have founded.is .~ourth: That Christ, who purchased the Church and whO
, s Head, cannot be trusted to guide it.l
There is a relationsbiP of this matter of organization
to the
spontaneity of propagation among the churches. We then
come to a discussion of the problems involved in the younger
church es learning to project themselves into other fields.
ttVJhen the
leadership continues to be foreign the Christianity
at be ts is passive.H2
ha.s been
Tbe mission field, until very recently,
kept largely under permanent tutelage to European and
American ecclesiastiCS, and in many cases still is.
Th'
d '~ ecclesiastical domination was paralleled by political
i~m'nation by those of European blood. In such circumstances. was not to be expected that non_European Christians would
~tsPlay mucb initiative either in taking to distant peoples
1e faith which they had passivelY received from the handsof Europeans or in seeking to bring neW movements into being.
3
Creed l'
s ,kewise are a part of the origin of theSe problems in
self -propagation.: ••• immediatelY creedS tend to become molds for faith,
tben authoritative tests of experience. Thus for many they
JEM. I lBrown, "The Relation of Church and Missions in Japan,"
, I, 685 f.
Biot ~atourette, "IndigenouS Christianity in the Ligb
t
of
<;) ory,tt 1]:M, XXVIII, 440•
rRM X 3Latouret te , "The Vitality of the younger Churches,"
~, XVIII, 487.
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become barriers to faith and hindrances to experience. They
easily take away the spontaneity of religion and its passion
for projection.1
Money enters the picture again for its free use among a depress-
ed people tfsaps the independence of the native Church." To the
young church "preaching the Gospel comes to be looked upon as
the exclusive responsibility of paid officials. Spontaneity,
zeal and infectious enthusiasm are effectually destroyed.n2
We pass to less critical thoughts. Occidentals have a
tendency to look at history with short-sighted eyes. Latourette
weLl,reminds us that it t.akes time·to bring about the ideals we
are seeking. It took five centuries in the first era of Chris-
tian expansion for it to spread outside of the Roman Empire.3
We need to take courage. The openness with which problems are
being discussed and attempts made to meet them augurs well for
the future of indigenous Christianity in all the world.
Latourette calls our attention to the fact that the indigenous
church in Europe only became indigenous after many centuries.4
One of the reasons why time is essential in bringing Christian-
ity to the point we all desire is that it takes a leadership
steeped in the customs and cultures of their own people who may
interpret such ways of life in terms of Christianity. One writ-
1Carver, Ope cit., pp. 91 f.
201dham, The World and the Gospe1, Ope cit., p. 160.
3Latourette, "The Vitality of the Younger Churches,"
IRM, XXVIII, 4e5.
4Ibid., p. 4e6.
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er refers to the great Church Fathers of the first three cen-
turies and indicates we can have no such leadership among newly
planted churches in the Orient until there has been time to de-
velop them.l The art and culture of the Orient are needed to
make Christ live among their own people, not to say anything a-
bout the contribution it will make to the rest of Christianity.2
But it takes time for this tTaging" process to have its effect..
No wood craftsman tries to turn a piece of myrtle until it is
thoroughly aged. He may even turn it in part and then let it
age some more before the final polish is put on. VUeOccidental
people must learn a little of the patience of the Orient. All
of this makes for a Christianity which will burst into a flame
none can quench. "It is from radiant spirits that other spirits
become radiant.. In every land wher-e continuing lights have been
lit it has been by spirits who themselves have been kindled by
God in Christ.n3
Latourette reminds us of another fact which is vital at
this point. Christianity has always been propagated in the main
nby those 'lflhower-e in the cultural tradition of the l-1editeranean
Basin.tf4 There are two reasons which he gives for this. There
lp. Oomman Philip, "Experiments in Indian Expression of
Christian Service," IRM, XVIII, 189.
2H• A. Popley, TtTheMu sdcal, Heritage of India," IRNI,X,
235.
3Latourette "Indigenous Christianity in the Light of
History,tt IRM, XXIX: 440.
4Latourette, "The Vitality of the Younger Churches,"
IRM, XXVIII, 481 f.
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has been no con@ercial or political expansion of any importance
on the part of the Orient which gave Christianity its greatest
projection.l The second is that no country of the East except
for Japan has made any great effort to spread her own cUlture.2
In closing this chapter there need be no profuse state-
ment of summary for it seems very evident that the main source
of our problem lies in two wsakneaees , One is the impatience
with which we go about things and the other a vital need to come
to a proper definition, understanding, and practice of the church.
-----------------_._----_ .._---------
lIbid., p. 486. 2Ibid., pp. 486 f.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFORTS TOIvARD RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEMS
Theory and discUssion admittedlY will not solve our
problems.· . .
p Such dlSCUSSlons, however, are a recognition of the
roblems and
>lillbe a step in the right direction. There have
been
many solutions advanced for the different problems contain-
ed .In the
• material of ~is thesis as ~ll as some concrete ex-
<::<mples where
cha suggestions have been p)ltinto practice. This
·Pter .lS concerned with these thingS.Our first consideration is that segment of problems
lt1hich .
anses in the relationshiP of the older to the younger
churches.
The term "devolution" has been used and one writer
gives
a statement regarding the principles of this process.
ly Probably there is no single term ~at has been so wide-as accepted as describing the right principle of devolution
0'1the recently coined >lord"Church-centric." ThiS is set
soer against tlmission-centric." The first is consideredis
und
• The second is some times regarded as unsound. It
th at this point that experience seems to me to indicateto
at
we must do more clear and careful thinking if we are
av:
oid
a one-sided and dangeroUS movement.and liJ;1enwe accept.Church-cent"iC dev?lU~ion as our natural
C t nghtful goal >Ie are someumes thlnklng of the Chur
ch
-ea holic--
that
great all_inclusive Body of Christ, in whichpr
ery
enterprise that findS itS inspiration in Him has itsa?e. But ,men we come to applY t.hisprinciple in act.ual
~017cies of devolution it is t.heweak local church org
ani
-watlon with which we have to deal. Because of a f~ne phrase
be are in danger of loading t.heyounger Churches ",-th such
urdens as may well stifle their spiritual life.
1
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." ,
The younger churches have a responsibility in the matter'. They
should not be too anxious nor "VTillingto assume anything which
would be a hindrance to their best interest or growth.
l
There have been a few attempts at assimilation of Chris-
tianity by nationals, two of them in India. One is the ashram
2
and the other is sadhuism.3 A discussion of their characteristics
is non-essential here, but they are evidence that nationals are
attempting to digest Christianity. They may be inadequate and
ill-fitted to Christianity in the minds of some, but they still
indicate a trend. These oriental practices have been brought to
America in various forms by certain men and have received a
varied reception. It might be stated in another way. Christian-
ity, to be catholic, should have the contribution of all civili-
zations and cultures of the world. Viehave thought of Christian-
ity as catholic vertically--that is, as it was revealed in Christ
it is applicable to all men through all ages; but we need to
realize that it is catholic horizontally as well--that is, it is
applicable to all the people of the 'lOrld at anyone given time
because it is not limited to any set culture or civilization •
lie recognize that men of past ages have made their contribution
to our religion, but we fail to see that all men of our own
generation have a contribution to make likewise. On the other
.'.
I·:
2philip, IIExperiments in Indian Expression of Christian
Service," 1.ill1., XVIII, 194.
3ill£., p. 193.
lIbid., r- 203
"
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hand, as Chri stianity is assimil ated and the se vari ous nati onal
churches make their contribution, which is the horizontal aspect
according to our illustration, care must be exercised that the
vertical or essential geniuS of Christianity has not been violat-
ed. 'liemust be faithful to the "cornmon heritage of the Church
in all lands and in all ages.tll Some of the contributions of
other peoples might be expressed in those "hich have been related
to Latin America. They include tlamore sacred conception of re-
ligion, an emphasis on the personal rather than on organization,
LSi~ cultivation of humility, a great er naturalne ss and an em-
phasis on the mystical-H2 From the Philippines comes their con-
tribution. "But the Church of the future in the Philippines will
make its greatest contribution to the Christianity of the vlorld
not through organization but through its interpretation of the
spirit of Jesus. The oriental seems to have an intuitive grasp
of spiritual verities.,,3 Again by way of warning, however, "the
newer Churches must cherish the priceless heritage of the his-
toric past.,,4 Christianity is a revealed religion. The norm of
its revelation is contained in the New Testament and cannot be
departed from without violation of its original design.
The hurdle of attitudes between old and young looms high
--------
--------"_ .._ •.._._-----
1Ibid., p. 198.
2l
nma
n, "Young Churches in Old Lands," IRM, XIX, 116.
3Higdon, "The Nationalist Spirit in the Philippines inRelationship to Protestant Christianity," IRM, XVIII, 214 f.
4Clark, "Devolution: A Study of Missionary Principles,"
~, XVIII, 202 f.
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until each can see a mutual helpfulness. Resentment, jealousies,
hatreds melt in the sun of understanding. There should be no
difficulty with the Christian, but evidently it is not as easily
practiced as it is spoken. Our first objective, then, in re-
solving our problems in relating missions to the church is to
realize that it takes TTtvfOtTto make a quarrel, and what is more
it takes the "twott to make the "mole.
We are now ready to discuss the co-operation of the
"two ;" It is here that the definition of an indigenous church
comes into question.
True partnership should carry with it the obligations
of a world Church to a non-Christian worLd , The definition
of an indigenous church--self-supporting, self-governing,
self-propagating--centres too much on "self" and can only
too easily lead to a wrong emphasis. There are missing
factors in this definition which have led to a misunder-
standing of the true ideal for the indigenous church. TvlO
such factors may be mentioned: first, the idea of fellowship,
which should be basic and Hhich should lead to effective co-
ordination of all activities within the group, to the fuller
fellowship of the group with other groups and to the sense
of solidarity wi.t.hthe whole Church throughout the wor-Ld;
The second is the idea of stewardship, whf.ch embraces all
lesser ideals in its sweep. Stewardship puts duty to God
first. From this standpoint the wrong emphasis on self may
be eliminated and all the resources of Christians--material
possessions, personal gifts and power to witness--dedicated
to the Church's task.
If the enterprise of the Kingdom vrer e thus viewed as
one and worldwide it would lead to the pooling of all re-
sources for the expansion of the Church and the conduct ofevangelism. 1
There are three matters of emphasis to mention in this. The re-
lationship which should exist bet.ween the younger and older is
one of co-operation. But more than that is the sense of unity
.._ _ _ .._--_ ..-_.•..•.._.-..--.------
lAlexander McLeish, "Complexities of Self-support,"IRM, XXXII, 137.
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which makes this co-operation possible. The term "selftt indi-
cates that once the younger church is planted and established
it is to assume the full responsibility of evangelism in its
area--the older has finished its task. Never! The task of
evangelism is not a matter of sending missionaries. It is a
matter of the spread of the Gospel from person to person as
leaven in a lump of dough. It is not a matter of one group to
be assigned to any particular locality, but of every Christian
working in his own environment and receiving the aid and en-
couragement of every other Christian no matter where he might
be in the wor-Ld, Paul writing to the Phillipians speaks of the
"fellowship of the furtherance of the Gospel.ttl Then there is
the very material aspect of this unity whf.ch is not to be neg-
lected. ~Jith this common realization of the common stevvardship
will come the united resources of all the body of Christ. That
phase of unity bearing upon its relationship to the acceptance
of the testimony of the message of the gospel will be considered
in a later portion of this chapter.
The fellowship between younger and older churches is to
be on the basis of freedom and equality.2 In theory, co-opera-
tion is supposed to be brou~lt about in four major steps.
a. Foreigners are all there at first .••••
b. In the next stage foreigners are joined by nationals
who have become Christians and who give their lives to the
enterprise as the foreigners do .••••
c. In the next stage nationals gradually gain ascendancy__ ,---- ..---,.._, ........ - .. - --.-.- _ •...__ ._---_.
lphil. 1:5.
2Ross, "t 190op. c~ ., p.o.
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over foreignerS as responsible leaders, as the theory al"ays
contemplated their doing. • . . .., d. The logic,:,lfinal stage is that in which missionary
wo rk fades a"ay lnto the purely Christian movement and lead-
ership is in national hands, with such aid from any forei~-
as they may desire and request and control.l "
The movementfor national leadershiP is only the natural expression of
Christian freedom, which never implies disregard of the~er~ice that can be rendered both by and to other Christians.
t lS not ungrateful nor arrogant; it is perfectly natural.
Tt;e one problem it presents is the method of continuing aid
W1th a reduced measure of direction--turning control into
co_operation and later into mere service.2
There is a danger in all this attempt to make the young-
er church indigenOuS by removing the missionary from the field.
It .
l.S being noted by more and more writers that there is a need
for the continued presence of the missionary to give a two-fold
sense of fellowshiP' It is essential to prevent any grOUP from
becoming a nationalistiC church "hich "ould result if there "ere
no interchange \iith other peoples.3 The second is the maintenance
of that sense of fellowship in the furtherance of the gospel. It
is su~ned up in the words of this writer.
It is just here that the modern miSsionarY is a signifi-
cant figure. He personifies in himself the universal sway
?f the Christian church, its supra-natiOnal character, and
l.ts inclusive fellowshiP' By his presence in a foreign
country the modern missionary declares, as pointedly as
possible, that Christianity is a world faith able to liveand groW inside the confines of national states and yet haV-
ing an ecumenical life of its own ,;bich overspan
s
the divi-
sions and frontiers of nationalism. The modern missionary is
a vital link in the chain which binds the world church tog
eth
-
------ ------_._----_ .._.__ .•._---
1rficAffee, .Q.p!_-cit.,pp- 57 f.
XVII ,
3LatoUrette, "History and the IndigenoUS Church," IEM,
107.
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er thereby giving the Christian faith its right place in the
life and hope of the modern world.
We are led from this to the next discussion regarding
that of nationalism. Another 'lfJTiter emphatically states that
the missionary is not a temporary figure but has a permanent
place on the mission field:
because the Christian Church must remain international and
inter-racial. It is for this reason also t.hat I believe the
wh oLe foreign missionary enterprise shc:,>uldbe put on a radi-
cally different basis, namely, the bast s of mutual exchange'
and I hope the time is not far distant ~he~ the,Chinese '
Christian Church will be able to send mJ.ssJ.onar1.es to the
vvest.2
INhat he has said of China might be said of all nations. America
has been a melting pot of nations, and yet as a whole these
people have been in the nation more as a suspended mass rather
than a part of the whole. They are somewhat like oil in wat.ar
vlhich can be mixed, but remains insoluble. The thought express-
ed in the foregoing statement indicates that wh en one of another
nation comes to this nation it must be recognized that he comes
with a contribution or else it will be of little benefit to
either group. It must be a matter of a mutual exchange for the
good of each.
It must be realized that nationality is one of the most
powerful forces in human life for both good and evil.3 The 'vise
missionary viill see that nationalism is channeled to the good.
INortllcott, 't 7op. CJ. ., p. .
2Hsu, "The Chinese Christian Church Coming of Age," IRM,
XX, 366.
30ldham, "Nationality and Missd.ons "IRM IX'--' , 375.
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"Realizing that in the Christian conception of life government
has its rightful place in the divine order, the missionary must
instil active loyalty to the constituted authority, respect the
difficulties of the officers of government, and strive to avoid
adding to them.TTI Thus in teaching and in example the mission-
ary can show the Christian attitude t-owar-dcivil authority and
at the same time can evince the proper respect and practice in
this regard. Another '\I'lriterseems to have caught the spirit of
it when he indicates that there are extremists who say Christ
destroys all nationality, and again those who maintain the su-
periority of one race over the other. He says,
I do not propose to examine this claim, but if we did so we
should probably find that we had at once to affirm and to
deny it. For it is certainly true, on the one hand, that
the root in every Christian is Christ, and Christ is the Son
of Humanity. Neither race nor colour nor education nor
national prejudice need separate us from the love of God
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord. In Union with that love
we are indisseverably one. But, on the other hand, we are
what our time and our tradition and the air we breathe havemade us.2
"In presenting the message, the world mission of Christianity
must be so interpreted as to indicate that it in no way inter-
feres with healthful national aspirations.,,3 The problem in
attitudes arising in nationalism is resolved through fellowship
in Christ.
Iphillips, OPe Cit., pp. 213 f.
2Macnicol, "Indian Christianity and Some Notable Indian
Christi ans ;" .Iill1, IX, 21h.
3E• K. Higdon, "The Nationalist Spirit in the Philippines
in Relationship to Protestant Christianity,ti IRM, XVIII, 208.
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From nationalism we enter another related phase of the
discussion. It was indicated previously that there is differing
opinion on the place of the missionary in the future of the in-
digenous church. \illetherthe decision is for him to be tempor-
ary or permanent "it should be his constant care to make his
presence every day less indispensable.nl This process is termed
devolution. From the very beginning of its activity the mission
should look upon itself "a s merely the transient agency by wh'i ch
the Christian Church of one land or race seeks to fulfil the
great commission of our Lord and Saviour.fl2 Actually the func-
tion of a missionary is to plant the seed and as this seed is
cultivated to avoid "false startstr and remember continually that
trwestern ways are not necessarily the best for everyone.H3 The
missionaries must be content to wor-k behind the scenes. "They
should take upon themselves the roll of advisers and counsellors
and make themselves helpers" to the national workers.4 An evan-
gelist as described in the New Testament wouLd be just such a
person.
In some ways he is more like the coach of a college team
than anything else, though vlith the added difficulty that
the team may not know it is being coached. 'vVhenthe team
wins no-one thinks of the coach; only the prowess of indi-
vidual members of the team seems to have brought it about.
But without the coach there would have been no victory. To
change the metaphor, the missionary's function is largely
-",-""*,~,-_"'_"-,,,-, -_ __..,-_ " __ .._.~_ _-_..-... '.' ~, -.-_, _,_ ._- __ - - _ ..-__ _,......--._.-•.- ',_," --_. --. ,-__ _'L ••.. _
lOldham, The IVorld..§.ndthe gg~s.p§l.,Ope cit., p, 157.
2TVIcAffee,Ope cit., pp , 81 f.
3Phillips, op. cit., p. 201.
4lJIcCarthy,nChinese Leadership in the Christian Church,uIRNI, IX, 85.
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that of the fertilizing agency.l
Perha.ps to continue >lith this line of thought ,/Ould mix metaphors
for
actuallY if the missionary is willing to "ork as he should he
may find himself in the roll of one of the players even while he
is coaching. If it should come to a place where there was a po-
sition to be held which nationals desired the missionary to hold,
and that position ,;as subordinate to a national he shOuld be will-
ing to do so.2In his role as ~~ evangelist it would seem best that the
missionary should not serve as the minister of any local church.
He is there to help raise up a native ministry3 and the only way
for it to learn is by doing. The average national is not ,dlling
that the work of the missionary should cease entirely, They
merely desire their rightfUl place of equality and it is wise
therefore for the missionary to be identified with the national
church rather than the mission•4 Christianity is adaptable to
all peoples without question, but the missionary needs to adapt
himself to the people with whomhe is working.
5
A. missionary should do his work as if he were to have no
successor other tnan tne • . . • Leaders wb.Omhe develops,
and to wnomne resigns responsibility as rapidly as possible.
• • • • It is a principle wortn remembering that ne wb.Odoes
lphillipS, .9.p. cil·, r- 193·
2Mccar
tn
y, nCninese LeadersniP in the Christian Chur
cn
,"
IRM, IX, 398.
3PhillipS, .£p. cit., p. 191.4Second Study Group, "Tne Relation of cnurcn and l.\ission
in India, tT JJ1!1, IX, 561.
5Cneng, "Tne Development of an IndigenoUS Churcn in
ChLna ;" IRM"XII, 370.
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the wor-k is not so productively engaged as he who multiplies
the doers.l
A second aspect in the process of devolution is that
which is termed self-support. This term, to the writer, is not
indicative of the true nature of the case, but it is the one
used in the general wor-ks on the subject so we shall be content
with it. It would seem that the solution of the problem in this
matter would be an understanding as to wh at makes an indigenous
church. Is the standard of self-support on the basis of the a-
mount of money a given church or group of people can raise? !TIt
is frequently urged that the peop'Leare too poor to contribute.
In the last analysis the attainment of self-support is not a
question of financial ability."2 It seems that in many respects
the church on the mission field is somewhat like the church at
home. This statement is an analysis of the real problem lying
below the surface in this laxity in self-support.
What is wrong vlith the church is that.the rank and file of
its members have not been made to feel that the work which
:Lsbeing done by missionaries and ather agents is their
work. The main burden of the work will, of course, always
fallon those vmo are set apart for full-time service, but
they need the hearty co-operation cf the whol.ebody of the
church's membership.3
Somet:Lmes it appears t.hat those at the homebase try to make a
problem on the mission field unique because it is on the field
----.-~-.-~•...----.-----
lWatts o. Pye, tfSome General Principles of Church Ex-
tension,tt IRM, XII, 567 f.
2Henry T. Hodgkin, ITSelf-support in the Church in the
Mission Field," IRM, IV, 264.
3IvIcKenzie,"Church and r,1issionin India, II IRM, IX, 79.
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a'<layfrom home when in reality they are facing the same thing.
Perhaps if the problem of getting the >lho1e hearted support of
every Chri stian were settled here at home, it >lou1d be more
easily solved over there. Again we are told that on the mission
field there must be found a way to teach the converts to "real-
ize and practice the duty of making their Church self-supporting. ,,1
The writer is reminded of the Master's admonition >Ihenhe said
to take out the beam that is in our 0'''' eye before we attempt to
remove the small piece of ~od in the eye of ~hers.2 There are
those yet in this nation of ours ,mo refuse to consider foreign
missions as legitimate. They are opposed to such "nonsense."
And yet we criticise the younger Christians because they fail
in this respect.It is important that we consider the foregoing carefully.
Then we must face the problem Squarely and seek a solution to
the phases of the problem which are peculiar to the mission field
itself. One solution is to reduce the grants in aid thus chal-
lenging the younger churches to greater efforts. "There is a
paint, however, beyond which insistence on self-support is harm-
ful and may seriously cripple the infant church in its larger
mission.") It seems that some very good common sense must be
applied to some of ~ese troubles. Buildings, institutions,
organization. ritual, programme are all given to the nationals
lHcK enzi e, "Church and Mi ssion in Indi a," ;gm, IX, 79 •
-----------_._------_._------_ .._---------------
2I<1att. 7:4·)I~cLeish , "Comple"i tLe s of Self-support," !.R11, XXXII, 1)
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like a package all wrapped up and tied with a ribbon. This cer-
tainly has destroyed the initiative of the nationals and some
adjustment should be made.
Anything is better than erecting churches with European
money, or present ing the native Church viith showy places of
worshf.pbuilt in foreign style. These are as little valued
as presentation copies of books. The most primitive bamboo
shed which converts have built themselves, is of greater
value for the healthy growth of the Church them a magnifi-
cent Gothic cathedral which is the gift of friends in
Europe.l
The solution of the problem in this particular regard is by the
simple rule of penni tting the nationals to do all they can in
their own way and standing by to help in case of need. Again
the plan of mutual helpfulness is the answer. One writing re-
garding China makes a statement which seems applicable in prin-
ciple to all fields. He says, in part,
let us remember t.hat.the costly and elaborate methods of
the 1,-vest,both as regards property and administration need
have no place in the Chinese diocese. Let the churches be
Chinese buildings; let the schools and quarters for the
necessary staff be built in the same style, all being .
brought up to the good standards as regards air, light and
sanitation, aridit is diffi cult to see why the essential
requirements could not be met even by the present constit-
uency. But supposing t.hat for a time these could not be so
met; Why should there not be a continuation of grants in
aid from the f'or'ei gn borads or from the now existing dio-
ceses? Is the Church not one?2
Yes, the church is one in the fellowship of the furtherance of
the gospel.
The same principle applies to the related problem of
lJohn lilarnec1c,"The Grovrth of the Church in t.heMission
Field,1t IRM, I, 40.
2IvIcCarthy,nChinese Leadership inthe Christian Church,"
IRNi , IX, 39 5 •
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organization.
A local church leadership must be devised whdch can be
supported locally. The mission has brought a middle-class
institution in the we st ern type of church and highly trained
pastors to lands where the movement wh.i.ch has been developed
and supported by a middle-class economy has been put upon
the shoulders of a subsistance level order of society. Here
is an unsolved dilemma of the younger Churches allover theworld.l
Would it not be wise, in view of such facts as the foregoing
statement mentions, to dispense with organization? It might
seem so. But we are reminded that organization in itself is
neither good nor bad. There is "no ground for the assumption
that religion is purer vdt.hout organization.,,2 Neither, in the
vlriter's opinion, does this justify organization unless the re-
ligion we have in Christ requires it. Organization may be a
fitting implement of the church, but it should never make the
church its implement. Latourette indicates from history that
the organizational and ecclesiastical ..vorkings of the church
originated in the Gentile world.
The organization of the Church VlaS largely the work of Gen-
tiles, and the historic formulations of the Faith which are
still accepted by the majority of Christians were framed by
others than Jews. There were no great mission boards, no
elaborate machinery for the collection of funds and the re-
cruiting of missionaries and no prolonged supervision of
the native churches by foreign clergy.)
Organization was not found essential to the church in those cen-
uries When it made its greatest advance. Should it be so indis-
IDavis, "Pr Lncf DIes of r~issions in a New Age," IRT,1,XXXII, 266. ~
2Phillips, Ope cit., p. 170.
3Latourette, T!History and the Indigenous Church," Iill1,XVII, 102.
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pensible today? It certainly is the source of a good many diff-
iculties. It wouLd be we l.l., then, if the older churches wouLd
be less insistent on their super-organizational tendencies. In
planning a wor-ka ng system of co-operation betvJ"eenthe two there
is needed a It joint enterprise of the two to-gether,lT rather than
the subordination of one to the other.l Younger churches should
not be dependent upon foreign organization but upon Christ.2
The fact which has forced the more ecclesiastically minded lead-
ers to consider drastic measures in this regard is the small
number of qualified leaders which are needed for such elaborate
systems as the occidental church has. An Anglican speaking in
regard to the Chinese church says that
vie do not need men who shall control large areas and great
groups of churches, who shall be in charge of costly and
complicated institutions that require a larger supply of men
and money than the Chinese Church can yet supply. The early
bishop is the type to be copied; the overseer of one central
church with his little local group of dependent chapels and
preaching stations.)
It would seem best, then, that the organizational pattern of the
church in other lands than our own should be free to develop as
the needs arise even as it did in the early centuries of the
church. As was said in a previous thought, referring to Peter's
admonition concerning the Jewish desire to saddle Judaism on the
lRudra, "The Need for the Missionary,tI IRM, XXVIII, 28.
2phillips, Ope cit., p. 177.
3 ' ftMcCarthy, ItChinese Leadership in the Christian Churcn,IX, 394.
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Gentiles, occidental missionaries should refrain from trying to
put a yoke upon the necks of the younger churches which they
themselves are unable to bear.
Devolution becomes, then, not a matter of passing con-
trols from one person or group to another, but a matter of proper
understanding of the true nature of the church. This understand-
ing must be on the part of both the young and old church. VJheth-
er the person of the missionary, the matter of self-support, or
the organizational problem is being considered, it has been seen
that the proper attitude of co-operation is invaluable.
Christianity might be said to be like a contagious di-
sease. There has to be a carrier for it. There are three ways
in which Christianity can be carried in a new area: by a mission-
ary, by nationals, or by a social unit such as a family. Our
first consideration in this section of discussion is that of the
missionary.
It is interesting to note that one author refers to the
entrance of Buddhism into China as being a result of no mission-
ary effort on the part of Indian Buddhists at all. Buddhism was
indigenous in China from the start because "Scholars of great
reputation took up the study of the new teaching, many even went
on pilgrimages to India, and then propagated it themselves with
great zeal and effectiveness.tTl Two lessons which might be
learned from this include these. First, when the national pro-
~JICCarthy, "Chinese Leadership in the Christian Church, tlIRM, IX, 77.
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claims with zeal a new doctrine or pattern of life his people
receive it vdth readiness. Secondly, we must make Christianity
so attractive they will desire it and seek it out even as those
Chinese did Buddhism. In order to do that the missionaries
have to become even as the national in every respect possible.
One vlriter comments on the life of a great missionary to Japan
and refers to his success.
The special thing of note at this point is that he learned
to know the Japanese people from inside, he learned their
manner of thought and their characteristic moral judgments.
Still more, he came to take their positions, and their in-
stinctive manner of thinking and acting became his own ,
This made him in the exact sense of the word sympathetic
with the Japanese. In fact, as far as could be, in all but
blood, he became one with thern.l
Learning the vernacular is one of the first and most im-
portant steps in identifying oneself with another people. "Until
he can talk with one who does not know English in such a way that
all sense of strangeness disappears and neither notices the words
used but only thinks of the message conveyed, he has between him
and his hearer something which insulates the hearer from the
spiritual current which his own faith is sending out.n2 This
command of the language is essential before one can understand
how most accurately and efficiently to direct the nationals in
taking the message of Christ and interweaving it into their ovm
culture. The language is the key to the people. The missionary
1Tcannot as a foreigner assist directly in the process by which
Mission
1Charles F. Sweet, "The
Field," IRlv1,II, 129.
2phillips, op. cit., p.
Growth of the Church in the
98.
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the Christian message interweaves itself with the social and
cultural heritagenl but an apt use of the language will give him
an understanding of the people which will be of value to him.
Language besides being a conveyor of thought also reveals the
nature of a people. It is this lack of appreciation of the value
of national cultures which has led to the atrocious warp.ingof
the Christian message by displaying the art, music, ritual, arch-
itecture and other expressions of the esthetic nature of our re-
ligion in occidental style. That is it is atrocious to these
orientals with their variant concepts of these things. As an
illustration note the situation in Ceylon.
Go through the length and breadth of the island and see hoW
much Christianity has done to foster the art and stimulate
the talent of the people and you will be surprised at the
beggary and the folly of the Ceylon Church. The smaller
churches are little sheds not worth dwelling upon. In some
cases an attempt has been made to provide little chapels in
village mission schools for the small congregations in the
surrounding districts, and the only bits of ornament to be
found there are stained glass windows imported from England.
What poor gain after the gorgeously coloured temples, painted
and adorned by the people thernselves 1 'I'he so-called cathe-
drals and churches of the towns have been built in a debased
form of Gothic architecture and rarely has an attempt been
made to command local talent ..2
It might be questioned why this should be pertinent to a mission-
ary becoming identified with the people, but it seems to the
writ8r that he must manifest an interest and understanding of
the culture of the people; and, what is more, attempt to put
Christianity into that stream of culture. liThenon-Christian
1Oldham, "Nat.Lona l.Lt y and Missions, n Iill'I,X, 377.
2Ne~i\,,;aka,"Christianity and Nationalism," 1B:M., XIII, 56.
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religi ons of Japan, not.wi.thstanding their grave inadequacy of
content, are deeply rooted in individual needs and are closely
integrated in society.Ttl The missionary must see to it that his
religion is thus rooted in the lives of the people, and the
place to start is himself.
It is a simple deduction that the natural answer to our
problem is for the nationals to be the carriers of the religion.
There is always the possibility that the missionary will have to
leave as in the case of Vlest China at the present time. ~'lhen
this occurs there is only one thing left and that is the nation-
al Christian must be the carrier. But eventuality, while bring-
ing a crisis in which necessity forces use of the nationals,
does not obviate the value of the national at all times. In
1912 Roland Allen insisted that the nationals should share in
the responsibility of propagating the gospel.2 His admonition
has been neglected too long. The national must be used in
preaching the message of Christ. Referring to Africa, a writer
says that
we all realize nowadays that Africa can never be evan~elized
by Europeans, and that the eva~gelization of the cont~nent
must be the work of the Africans themselves. V1etherefore
see that the true function of the missionary in Africa is.
not so much the winning of large numbers of converts.by h~sll
own efforts as the building up of a Native Church WhjCh s a
carry the light of the Gospel through the continent.
lIglehart, "The Ministry in Japanese Religi ons,II 1B:M,
XXVI, 492.
2Phillips, Ope c~~., p. 178.
3E• F. Spanton, "Building the African Church," 1.ill1, XV,
.~-- ~~----------------- - --------
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What is true in Africa is true in all parts of the world. It
has been demonstr-ated in Korea to be the best. "Everywhere the
Korean Christian goes, both at horne and abroad, he carries with
him a virile, aggressive Christian faith."l There are three
reasons which might be submitted for the arguments in favor of
a national ministry. It is the only method which can be used
if the missionary must withdraw. It is the method by which the
church will become indigenous the sooner. It is, moreover, the
only way any given country can be evangelized for it is doubtful
if enough missionaries could ever be sent to evangelize a whole
nation.
In this consideration of making the message acceptable
to the people through a carrier who is acceptable to the nation-
als, we must deal with the social nature of our religion. Chris-
tianity is a social religion--it relates men to each other. As
such it is best presented when this power of properly relating
men to each is demonstrated.
"Actions speak louder than wor-ds,n The illustrati~n is
remembered when text and sermon are forgotten. The obJect
lesson taught by wise and competent teachers enters at e¥e-
gate as well as at ear-gate. Therefore, altho1;lghprea?hu;g
and teaching and care of the sick must ever abJ..deJ..I?-mJ..SSJ..on
wor-k, the object lesson of the missionary home has J..tsO"IJID
place as a direct missionary agency, and must never be neg-
lected either by the home-makers themselves or by the
missions and the boards.2
In other wor ds the home becomes a small colony demonstrating the
IGeo. Heber Jones, "The Growth of the Church on the
Mission Field," IRM, I, 421 f.
2Iv1arySchauffler Platt, "The Place of the Home in the
Work of Foreign Missions," IRM, VI, 143.
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principles of Christ as men and women live together in harmony.
tfThere seems to be a failure on the part of home boards and a
large number of missionaries--even of mi ssd.onar-ywives them-
selves--to realize the unique position which the missionary
home occupies as a distinctive agency.tfl Women have been ele-
vated by Christ to a position vmich other religions have never
known , The home of a Christian is something quite different
from that of a non-Christian. In other cases, as in Africa so
voleare told, the home is the center of their life and thus the
home of a Christian becomes important in a different light.
In speaking of the building of the African Church vie
must not forget the supreme importance of the part to be
played by the Christian home and family life. All who kn<:>vl
the African know how responsive he is to the calls of fam~ly
affection and family responsibility. The family or the
tribe, rather than the individual, represents his unit of
thought, and a Christian family means everything to the .
African members of it. The establishment of one real Chr~s-
tian home is the beginning of the formation of a Christian
public opinion, and it is in the Christian family that .
~essons are learned of that service for Christ's sake w~~ch
as the true expression of His mystical Body the Church.
It is doubtful if even the African has the high conception of
marriage that the Christian has. But the greatest contribution
of the home is that it becomes a demonstration of that relation-
ship by wh i ch we call God "Our Father. tt
.When Arnold 'I'oynbe e says that tTseeking God is ~tself a
soc~al acttfhe is echoing what Christ Himself impl~ed when
He called the 'I'weLve about Him and taught them vIher;they.
prayed to say "Our Father. tf The society within wh~ch th~sh
quest should find in fulle,st measure its goal is the Churc
lIbid., p. 144.
2Spanton, "Building the African Church,tt 1ID1, XV, 475.
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of Christ.l
The family becomes an illustration of the family of God. If
this group were enlarged to a colony it would demonstrate the
better to these non-Christian their proper relationship with
one another. It wou Ld cast such a shadow over their way of
life that they would without hesitation want to know what that
religion was which made these persons such as they were.
A personal deity makes Himself known to persons in the
stream of life and action' where two or three are gathered
together, there His voice'is heard. His presence is dis-
covered in the sphere of personal relationships where His
will can be done, and.some of us in the mission field need-
ed to rediscover this fact because viewere children of what
Professor H. R. Mack'Lrrtosu called "an age of flat and craven
rationalism.1f The Christian revelation is divine action and
demand s action on the part of those who receive it.2
Thus by demonstration we show hew we as persons relate ourselves
to the perfect person, God, and consequently become related to
the persons about us. The missionary cannot expect the nation-
als to comprehend the type of social life Christianity fosters
unless there is some means to illustrate it. It is because of
the important aspect of this approach that many advocate a theory
of missionary endeavor known as missions by colonization. There
are many features about such a program which might be of value.
There are difficulties which at the same time seem insurmountable.
It is a possible solution, howeve r , and needs to be mentioned.
The conditions of the world in which 'Vielive furnish con-
clusive evidence of the insufficiency of the individual to
------_.__._-_._------- ------------------------
lMacnicol, "Indian Christianity and Some Notable Indian
Chrti.at.Lans;" Irull, XXXI, 287.
2Ibid., pp. 280 f.
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achieve anything alone.. • we cannot expect that the
high mission of Christianity can be fulfilled by the isolat-
ed exertions of individual Christians. Only the Church can
evangelize the world.
But the foundations of the Church lie deeper than these
practical necessities. 'I'he Christian life must from its
very nature find expression in a society. Its soul is love,
and love is a social thing. To be a Christian is to be a
member of a Body. Christians are spoken of in the New Testa-
ment as constituting a people, a nation, a eommonweaLt.h, a
household, a frunily••..• In so far as the Church, as we
know it, is not such a fellowship, it is false to its ideal.
. • . . It was intended to be the revelation of a social
order of which fellovlShip and co-operation are the inspir-
ing principles; a society in whi ch the strong help the weak ,
and each brings his special gift to enrich and inspire the
who Le , The Christian witness can be given to the wor-Ld
only by a Christian society.l
The demonstration of the social aspect of Christ's teaching is
essential to the missionary enterprise whether it be in the
families of the mission or in the group as they work together.
As this matter of the carrier of the gospel is reconsidered it
appears that this is exactly the case in every instance.
We enter into a fourth phase of suggested solutions to
the problems discussed in former chapters. This is the most
vital and the very core of the missionary work: evangelism.
Theoretically the institutions of missions are for the purpose
of facilitating the message, so the discussion opens with that
phase of the work.
Institutional missions have set up elaborate and effic-
ient hospitals, schools, etc., which become one of the most
perplexing problems. Are they an essential part of missions?
One writer prefers to use the term 1TintegraltTas being more
101dham, The World and t.he Gospel, OPe cit., pp. Ih6 f.
:.-c==_v.....'---
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satisfactory. 1 But changing the term does not answer the prob-
lem, although it may help to clarify it. Some have offered al-
most as complex solutions as the problems themselves, Suggesting
a transfer of responsibility from the missiona~ to the nation~
through a series of stepS eventuating in a total national manage-
ment and maintenance.2 If institutional missions are designed
as assistance to the preaching of the gospel; and if we are con-
cerned about their indigeneity as we should be; and if these
institutions are a hindrance to this ideal toward which we are
striving;3 is there not some room in this partnershiP which is
supposed to exist between young and old for the older churches
to conti~e this help? Let the younger c~rch t~e all the re-
sponsibility possible, but let the older church stand by with
the aid necessary for the continuance of the work-
There is another view of this problem, hOVlever, and it
is not optimistic. Institutional work has so overshadowed the
main purpose of the miSsiona~ enterprise that the preaching
has been pushed to the background.
It is wise missiona~ strategy, therefore, to concentrate
the efforts of the foreigner not upon the institutions and
movements which are the offspring of the Church but upon
the Church itself.T is does not mean that the missionary should not con-
cern himself with schools, hospitals and the multitudinouS
agencies for the betterment of the community which now ab-
sorb so large a proportion of hiS energy· It means rather,
that he must seek to inspire the Church vlhichis strong-----...----------------.----.-'- •.-~..---•..'~. --,--~.~--.-.. '----
1Jrunes L. Iflaxwell,"Devo lution in J~edical Mi ssion&ry
\Vork in China," IIU.1,XIX, 98.
2Ibid., p. 99·
3stacy \!addy, "The Younger and Older Churches," ;Pll..1,
613 ·XVII,
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enough in spiritual and material resources to do so.•••.
It is here that Protestant foreign missions of the past
century and a half, and especially Anglo-Saxon missions,
have come nearest to failure ••... However, in our zeal
to enter open doors and our sense of the imperative urgency
of the hour, we have erected schools and hospitals quite be-
yond the capacity of the struggling young Churches to sup-
port, and have poured into them, often at the expense of
our aid to the younger Churches, what has frequently been
an increasing proportion of our funds and personnel. Again
and again the gulf has arisen betvmen these younger churches
on the one hand and the schools and hospitals on the other.'!'
If this statement had come from some partisan and prejudiced
person, one might shrug the implication off and forget it. This
comes from one of the best historians in the field of missions--
Kenneth Latourette. It can hardly be denied that institutional
wor-k has become the end in view rather than the means. The
writer is convinced that the basic reason is not so much a matter
of policy, but one of a change in the concept of the purpose of
the church. It has been indicated elsewhere in this thesis that
a definition of the church and its design would be a help. The
church, in the minds of these advocates of institutional missions,
is to be a force for lifting the social levels of people. Change
their environment, they say, and the people vvillbe changed.
This is the reason, in the ,,{riter'sway of thinking, for this
change in emphasis. The Apostle Paul said the ~e~ was the
power of God unto salvation and not institutions of social wel-
fare. The means has been made the end. Institutions are an
integral part of missions, but let them be parts and not the
whole.
----- ...---.-.- ..--~...-.----
Mission
lLatourette, TlA Suggestion rroward a Reorientation of
Policy,lf lBM, XVII, hlO f.
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This brings us to a discussion of the primacy of the
Word of God as the instrument of converting men. With a refer-
ence to institutional work the following writer calls our at-
tention to the proper place it should hold in missionary activity.
If responsibility is to pass from the foreign missionary to
the Church in the mission-field, as it must do for Christian-
ity to become indigenouS, there must be in the Church lead-
ers as well equipped as the foreigner to carry forward the
work. The only means of securing this is education.In carrying out this educational task it is very neces-
sary to keep our ultimate aim clearly in view. The communi-
cation of seculRr knowledge is a necessary means of achievingour end, but it is.only a means and must not be allowed to
obscure the end it is meant to serve. It is possible for
mi ssionary insti tntions to give an excellent educd.tion to
Christians 'Without making any important contribution to the
formation of a self_propagating Church and the expansion of
Christianity. Education in the narrower and secular sense
may become so absorbing as to obscure the larger and more
important educational objective of creating an effective
instrument of evangelization.l
An illustration of this is found in the Year Book 194$ of the
Disciples of Christ. The report for Japan in the Tabular View
of Fore.1J¥lMiSSiOE~e_xe_aL1947 showS 1,669 students in
hlO schools and only £!!£ student studying for the ministry. 2
In China the figure is even worse: 3,36$ to one. This is not
representati ve of the total work in all fields for Africa sho,;s
a good number in the ministerial training schools, but it does
serve to show a condition which is not healthy.
We ha~ no choice in this matter. We m~ not be content
,Iith interchange of wo rLd culture s, or with humani tarian
service. It is the essence of our enterprise that it bring
--------.----,---.-.,- -----------------""-- -~.-." -,.,. _,.__
1Oldham, The World and_!he Gospel, op. cit., p. 154.
2
19
48 Year Book, (Indianapolis: International Convention
of Disciples of Christ, 1948), p. 56.
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into being local felloWships of those who have received the
~ord of God in Christ.L
especially in the work of the Disciples of Christ in the
Africa ,
Belgian Congo, is exceptionally evangelistic. The secret is
found in the following statement of one of those missionaries.
For thousands of Africans the Bible is the only book they
possess and read, and it exerts upon the life of the conti-
nent the most profound influence of any printed text. Ithas yet another result: it gives evangelical Christianity
an enormous authority and sure foundation in the mind of
the African. He works it out something like this: The Bible
is the word of God. All foreign Christians agree th~ it is,
and all say their teaching is founded on it, but only the
Protestants give us the Bible. Tv'Jecan get it from every
mission station and from every missionary of theirs. And
when they preach and teach we can folloW them in the Scrip-
ture. We see that >1hat they preach is the wor-d of God.
2
Another fi eLd >Ihich is outstanding in evangelism and whi ch has
developed a nearly indigenOUS church is Korea. The success in
this field, too, can be traced to this emphasiS on the supremacy
of the Bible.
A deep conviction of the authority and value of the Bibleprevails and the Korean Church has placed the Holy Scriptures
at the very base of its life. No other book competes with
it. It is found in every Christian hOme and in the hands of
every Christian convert. To the older missionaries, familiar
with the conditions which prevailed tVlenty-five years ago,
the fact that to-day it is possible to appeal to the generalpublic in the language of scripture itself and be understood,
constitutes one of the marvellOUS transformations in the
situation in Korea.3
There is a related problem >1hich was mentioned previous-
ly which finds its answer in this emphasiS on the scriptures.
lphillips, 2p. ci~., pp. 172 f.
2Ross, Ope ci,!., p. 153.
3Jones, "The Growth of the Church in the Mission Field,"
IRM, I, 417.
__ ......_._""---------.---....-~.-------------.------
Uni ty is essential to the conversion of the wor-Ld , It was shown
that non-Christians do not want the many divisions of Christendom,
but Christ. One writer refers to the situation in Africa and
lists the denominations in that continent. He says, "it is as
though one read the yearbook of American churches. Three hundred
separatist Native sects in South Africa! We have all too well
implanted ~ churches.Hl It is true, ~ have implanted .2£!:
churches, instead of the church of Christ. These nationals of
the various countries see the difference of what we have planted
and what the Bible teaches. It is significant to note the gen-
eral conclusions that missionary writers come to regarding unity.
They are frank to admit that the pressure for a united church is
coming from the foreign mission field. It is the writer's firm
conviction that this is a direct result of the reliance upon the
Bible as the source of authority.
There is another problem which finds its solution in the
supremacy of the Bible. The problem of maintaining the faith in
its purity was posed as a phase of the who l,eproblem of permit-
ting the national church to become indigenous. Latourette calls
our attention to the means vfhich the early church used in this
connection.
To guard against a denatured Christianity these second.and
third century Christians clung tenaciously to the earl~e~t
verifiable documents of their Faith and to the organizat~?n
which they believed was in continuous succession from Chr~st.
Vie of to-day are grateful that they did so. With all it~
faults the Church is infinitely better than it could be ~f
these early fathers had not been so painstaking to deterInlne
---------------_._ ..._...-.._-'"_. ---_._._-_._--_._-------
lRoss, Ope cit p 187---- _.;;_;,.,. ,. .
Sh
and abide by the apostolic doctrine.l
It may seem like the words of some quack doctor claiming that
his remedy is the cure-all for the ailments of the vro r-Ld , but
the purpose of the word of God is to direct the activity of his
people. If his people vall adhere as closely to the Bible as
they do to their personal opinions and creeds, most of these
problems of the indigenous church will vanish.
Vie now enter the last and the most important of all the
discussions. 1JJemay emphasize most vehemently the proposed use
of the Bible as a solution of our problems, but unless those
Scriptures are put into the hands of the national ministry or
leadership little will have been accomplished. We must admonish
them even as Paul admonished Timothy rightly to divide the word
of truth.2 Hoss says of Africa that it "is also fundamental
that there should be a thoroughly trained African ministry.")
He is concerned about the SlO'!f1progress which is being made in
this direction.4 Another writer from another area says that un-
til vie have trained the nationals adequately vte v1illhave to
continue to send the missionaries. 5 If VIereally desire an in-
digenous church a trained national ministry is the only plan.
,
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lLatourette, "History and the Indigenous Church,TT1ill1,
XVII, 107.
2Ross, OPe cit., p. 201. )~., r- 205·
411 Tim. 2:15.
5Mina Tembika Soga, tiTheNeed for the Missionary To-day:
His Place and Function,tt IRM, XXVIII, 219 f.
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It is an equally serious mistake to suppose that the
Gospel can ever be preached in an adequate viayby foreigners.
If the Gospel is to come home vrith living power to the hearts
of men, it must be presented by those who are of the same
blood as themselves, who have gr-ownup in the same environ-
ment, wh o have the same outlook upon life as the hearers
wh om they address. ~'Jecannot say that any area has been ad-
equately evangelized until it has had the witness of a native
Church, sprung from the soil, expressing its faith in its own
characteristic way s, and as a distinct community representing 1
a new type of life in the midst of a non-Christian environment.
There seems to be little doubt but that a trained national min-
istry is an absolute essential. Some might ask how this could be
accomplished. There are two ways. There is that policy of edu-
cating the national in Christian schools at the home base. This
is a matter of some discussion whi ch is not pertinent here. Suf-
fice it to be said that it has not been worked successfully in
any instance coming to the writer's attention in his research.2
The only other method is the education of the ministry on the
mission field.
Thus the thing hangs like a chain; vii thout educa~ion there
can be no independent and indigenous ministry, \r11.thout .suc~
a ministry there can be no self-propagating Church. T~ll ~t
becomes self-propagating, the mission question is not solved
and all the effort s that have been made and the money that
has ~een spent may prove of no avail. Educat~on therefore
rema~ns the key to the whole question • . • •
It is interesting to note the forces that finally bring
about the inevitable. In the matter of the education of the
national ministry there were two forces which can be mentioned
lOldham, The W~r=!-1L_al~_~!_1.eGospel, OPe c!.t.,pp. 140 f.
2Ross, OPe cit., p. 154.
3Cheng, uThe Development of an Indigenous Chinese Church
in China," IRl'-1:,XII, 732.
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as illustrating the point. The mass movemBnts made it very evi-
dent that the work could not all be done by missionaries, but
that a national ministry was going to be a necessity.l Another
is the mortality rate of the white race in certain areas.2 Along
with this is the fact that some areas have always been closed to
the missionary and others are being closed rapidly. The educated
national is the only answer.
A training program for ministers was begun very soon
after the mission was started in Batak and today the body of
wor-ker-sso trained has "been an unspeakable blessing" to that
mission.3 In other places the training has been carried on dO'\1IJIl
into the classes of people not ordinarily trained for the minis-
try such as the older men and women and the less educated or
capable. "The great value of this class of native agents was
soon recognized.n4 There is a considerable advantage in this
type of agent or carrier of the gospel. The same writer con-
tinues.
A simpler class of agents trained in their 0'II'iD vernacular
soon proved quite as useful in evangelistic efforts in new
districts, and even more effective in that they were more
in touch wi. th the habit s of life and modes of thought of
->"~'" ~.~---.~~-------.-.- ••-.--.--------.---.--
lWarneck, "The Or-owth of the Church in the rflission
Field,1t IRNI, I, 26.
2F• NI. Jones, TIThe Growth of the Church in the Hission
Field, tI Im,~) I, 24ll- f.
3Warneck, "Th e Cr-owt.hof the Church in the Mission
.Field, n IRM, I, 25.
4},.M. Jones, tiThe Growth of the Church in the IJIission
Field,'1 IRM, I, 246.
the heathen. A further advantage was that these scripture
readers in their simpler life required a smaller salary,
which made it possible largely to increase the number of
native agents; this also had an important bearing on the
question of self-support.l
Could it not be t.hat the success of this method lies in the
fact that it more nearly approximates the New Testament account
of the spread of the gospel in that day as the individual Chris-
tians werrt ever-ywher-eproclaiming the message? The only diff-
erence need be in this day to train the nationals since they do
not have the background of knowLedge of God which the Jews had
in the time of Christ.
A word should be said with regard to the type of school
to be used in this training program. Of necessity it will be
basically a Bible training center. Any phase of learning used
will be to the end that the person \'Ji11understand the Scriptures
and will be able to make others understand them. In making up
the personnel of this training school great care should be exer-
cised in the choice. From the 'Vlriter' s own experience has come
the general impression that the average Christian here at the
home base would keep the best of leadership here at home and
that the second rate leader should be sent overseas. The average
quality of the theological training in other lands is all too
101fT. 2
It takes more than physical equipment to make a first-class
theological college. But first-class theological college
---_._----------------_ .._.
lIbid.) p. 247.
2Latourette, "A Suggestion Toward a Reorientation of
Mission Policy," IRM, XXIII, 411.
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professors cannot be secured by money alone; it takes a
great personality to attract other great personalities. On
the other hand, a first-class theological college needs a
first-claso board of directors to support and guide its ad-
ministration.
So, in the last analysis, leadership is the key to the
whole problem. Vie are therefore ready to say to our
Churches: "If you really want to strengthen theological
semi.naries, you must put your best men and women into the
administration and obtain the best board of directors towor-k them. Ttl
Yes, the problem hangs like a chain and the link that makes the
chain complete is the trained ministry among the nationals.
The younger churches must have a trained ministry.2
~ihenwe summarize this chapter, we see in perspective
how it might be possible for our problems involved in relating
the mission to the church to be solved. First we must realize
that in Christ Jesus we are one and have a common task of con-
verting men to God. It is not the task of anyone group, but
all Christians to assist one another in the task. When we
realize this the problems in devolution of responsibility become
less sharp, for we Hill trust one another and vTillnot only be
willing to pass on responsibility ~nich rightfully belongs to
others, but we will be willing to receive it also. In order for
Ch . . the lives ofrlstianity to be indigenous it must be rooted a.n
the people. This can best be accomplished when the nationals
themselves are the carriers of that message. They cannot carry
the message until it has been given them and they know hOH to
_ .. , w .. _ ... _ .. _ .. _·,,---,--------"-----"_ ..
lChester S. r>!iao,ITTheTraining of the ~Jj'inistryin the
Younger Churches,tf IRM, XXVIII, 380.
2Ibid., p. 377 •
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carry it. In other words, "How then shall they call on him in
whom they have not heard? and how shall they hear without a
prGacher? and how shall they preach, except they be sent?"l
And one might add: and how can they be sent unless they have
the message and know how to proclaim it?
-...-... ,._~-----~-......~.---...--....-- ..- ..-~....... ~....
lRom. 10:14, 15.
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CONCLUSION
Having reviewed such an array of problems as in this
work, it would be very easy to conclude that the church had
failed. Such a conclusion wouLd be most inaccurate. The church
Las triumphed in spite of these problems. These problems have
arisen because she has been victorious. Mor-e than that, the
vlillingness of Christians to discuss their mutual problems with
candor and yet with love insures greater victories than the
world has ever seen.
I
I
I
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Emphasis upon training of the national leadership is of
supreme importance. In view of all that has been said in the
body of this work, it can readily be seen that most of the prob-
lems fade into dirrillesswhen people receive the gospel from those
of the same culture, race and heritage. Most of the objections
to the alien character of the foreign messengers of the gospel
disappear. Without the necessity of disentangling it from the
rnaze of occidental paraphernalia, the message can be applied and
adapted to the life of the national. Nationals trained in the
use of the Word of God will ensure the church of victory in
I
I
I
I
I
every part of the world.
This emphasis on trained national leaders is more con-
sistent with a proper definition of the church. It is impossi-
ble to take the church to another people. The church comes into
J
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being upon the assembling together of those liliohave reconcilia-
tion with God in Christ Jesus. The church propagates herself
as indivd.dua.lmembers seek to bring other people into this same
reconciled relationship with God. The missionary makes the
initial planting of the seed of the gospel, but the national
must continue the procedure. Jesus used the illustration of
leaven in a lump of meal. It is easily seen how the gospel can
permeate a country only when the nationals themselves carry it.
w. o. Carver describes the church vividly and picturesque-
ly by calling it a fellowship of experience, an association of
evangelism, a school of Christianity and an institution of re-
ligion.l The experience of reunion with God brings people into
a fellowship knOV<111.as the church. In turn this fellowship be-
comes an agency of propaganda.2 Through mutual edification and
demonstration to those around them of the Christian way of life
this fellowship becomes a school of Christianity. As it makes
spiritual conquest of the world for God it becomes an institution
of religion.
The problems involved in relating missions to the church
are rooted in the occidental misconception of the nature of the
church. The solution of the problems lies in the national lead-
ership. This leadership, having received the New Testament
without any encumbrances, will be able to plant the church suc-
cessfully among its own people. Thus the "wor-d of the Lord will
run and be glorified.!!3
-------_ ...... _ .....---._._- ._._-_._"- ... ,~-_..' , ...~---.- ----_._-_.-.-. __ .._-
lCarver, OPe cit., pp. 66 ff.
311 Thes. 3:1.
21J2i:sl., p. 70.
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